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HOW GOING DOWN
IN THIS STATE

now in operation in the state and
at least twenty will be running before the end of another six months.
There is little doubt but what the
problem of oil in commercial quantities will be solved within a year.
Oil in small quantities has been discovered in more than thirty places
in the state up to this time.

FE, NEW MEXICO

FRIDAY, MARCH

30, 1917.
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SEPARATE PEACE

12,000

CAPITAL FILLED WITH
REPORTS. PROPOSAL GIVES

GERMAN

FERE

LA

ARMY

FORTS

HINDENBURG LINE
FRONT, SAYS
PARIS REPORT.

PUNCTURE
ON

FOUR-MIL-

GOES DOWN

HEALDTON

FRENCH ROUT GERMANS

IS REORGANIZED
IN

TORPEDOED
ZONE" CLOSE TO

U. 8. STEAMER
AR.

'NATIONAL EMERGENCY" IS
EN AS REASON

"SAFE

GIV-

COAST OF HOLLAND.

FOR SUM-

MONS TO RECRUITS.

Berlin. The sinking of twenty-fivmore Bteamships, fourteen sailing vessels and thirty-sevetrawlers, with
an aggregate gross tonnage of 80,000,
in the last few days, is announced by
the admiralty.
e

Western

NcWHpfiiicr

I nliin News Service.

London, March L'S. A dispatch to
the Exchange Tclcgruph from Amster-dasays:
"According to a Berlin telegram received by the Amsterdam
bourse,
Berlin Ih filled with rumors that
lias offered a separate peace
to Russia.
"Tin? terms offered are said to be
complete autonomy to Poland: the inof Constantinople;
ternationalization
the evacuation by Hussia of Austrian
territory, and a ItiiKsian protectorate
over Armenia."

Wentern Nfwsjmper Union News Service.
Washington, March 27. With

the
expected declaration by Congress of
a state of war with Germany, President Wilson issued his first public
military orders for the defense of the
nation, lie called into the federal
eleven regiments, three companies
and two battalions of the National
Guard in eastern seaboard states,
comprising approximately 12,000 men,
for local policing purposes.
He reorganized the army departof
ments and in a general shake-useaboard commands transferred Gen.
Leonard Wood, recognized as one of
the ablest officers and tacticians in
the army, from New York to Charles-Ion- ,
S. C. He increased the enlisted
strength of the navy to the legal maximum of 87,000 men and instructed
Secretary of the Navy Daniels to invoke emergency measures to recruit
the 27,000 men the navy row lacks of
war strength.
In taking this last step the President recognized officially for the first
time the Imminence of war. He acted
under the provision of the navy law
that "the President is hereby authorized, whenever in his judgment a suf
ficient national emergency exlBts, to
enlisted
authorized
Increase
the
strength of the navy to 87,000 men
A general Bhakeup in the command
of the country's outposts is contained
Gen. J.
in the first military order.
Franklin Bell goes from San Francis
co to New York; Gen. Hunter Liggett
from the Philippines to San Fran
cisco; Gen. Clarence G. Edwards from
Hie Panama Canal Zone to Boston, and
Gen. Edward H. Plummer from No
gales, Ariz., to the Panama Canal
in
Zone. Gen. Barry will remain
command of the Central Department
which includes Colorado, with head
quarters In Chicago.
The Southern Department will em
brace the states of Louisiana (except
the coast defenses of New Orleans)
Texas (except the coast defenses of
Galveston), Arkansas, Oklahoma, New
Mexico and Arizona. Headquarters at
Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
In designating state troops to be
called out, it Is apparent that the War
Department has carefully surveyed
the field of private enterprises which
might be assailed In event of domes
The number of
tic disturbances.
troops from each state summoned to
duty bears a direct relation to the
shipyards, munitions plants or other
industries In that state which mav
need military protection. Congress
will be asked, it is understood, to ex
pedite espionage legislation in con
nection with this phase of the situa
tion.

ser-ic- e

tier-man-

STATE TROOPS

CALLED

WILL PROTECTVUL-MILITIAMEN
ER ABLE POINTS.

Paris. A turning movement around
the plateau of Coney on the southern
bulge of th(! "Hindenburg line," is being pressed by the French with great President Wilson Orders Out Central
energy, despite the rainy weather, and
and Western Militia as Well as
Tuesday night Hie forces of Hell.
That of the East.
after having taken the town of
the
day,
Coucyle Chateau during
wrested all of the lower forest of Westrm
snii"r l'nln Ni:ws Service.
ng
Washington.-Followiis the exCoucy from its Herman defenders, together will) the villages or. Petit ecutive order bringing the navy up
to war strength:
llaitrlsis, Verneuil and
llerlin admits this French victory.
"lly virtue of the authority vested
in Hie President by thu Act of ConLondon.'- - The Hritlsh In their adapproved Aug. I'i, 1410, entitled
vance toward Cambrai have occupied gress
for
'An Act Making Appropriations
the villages of Longavesnes, Lierinont the Naval Service for the Fiscal Year
ofand ICiiuancourt, according to the
Knding June 30. 1917, and for Other
ficial report.
Purposes,' it is hereby directed that
Austrians attack In force on Italian the
authorized enlisted strength of
front and capture trenches on bill No. the
be increased to 87,0mi men.
navy
120, according to official statement is(Signed "WOO DHOW WILSON."
sued in Home.
Three British destroyers sunk; two
Washington, March 2S. Thirty-twby submarines and one in a collision.
National Guard infantry regiments
French capture inn yards of Ger- have been ordered into the federal
man trenches In Macedonia, Bulgari- service for the
protection of property
ans repulsed at Cerna Hend.
In the United States in the event of
reViolent artillery engagements
possible internal disorder. These repported at Verdun, and near Dixmude resent approximately 115,000 men.
in Helglum.
They will he supplemented by six
admits Russian retreat
I'etrograd
separate battalions and several desouth of Baranovichi.
will be asRussian attacks in Volhynia re- tached companies. They
to posts In connection with
signed
losses.
with
heavy
pulsed
their
work by the commanders
Fighting renewed in Rumania, Rus- of thepolice
military departments acting
sians being driven back in attempted
under instructions from the War Deoffensive in Trotus valley.
partment,.
The first order, issued Monday,
WIN INDEPENDENTS
DEMOCRATS
called out the following National
From Guard organizations:
Mann Offers to Withdraw
Massachusetts, Second and Ninth
Race.
Speakership
Vermont, Company B,
regiments;
Washington, March 28. OrganizaFirst regimont;
Connecticut, First
tion of the new House by the Demoregiment; New York, Second and
crats was declared to be assured by Seventy-first
regiments; New Jersey,
Representative Randall of California, First and Fifth regiments; Delaware,
one
five
the
of
and
prohibitionist
First Battalion, First regiment; Pennindependents upon whom the sylvania, First and Third regiments;
of
House
the
political complexion
Maryland, Fourth regiment; District
seemed to hinte.
of Columbia, First separate battalion,
to
Mr. Randall returned
Washingand Virginia, Second regiment.
ton from Los Angeles. On reading a
Additional National Guard organiza
statement Issued by Republican Leader Mann offering to retire from the tions were called into the federal serv Will Demand Freedom of American!.
The United States
Washington.
race for the speakership in favor of Ice in eighteen states as follows:
Illinois, First, Fifth and Sixth in- will take immediate steps to learn
Speaker Clark if a bi partisan or non
Indiana, Second Infantry; whether there are any American citi
were agreed fantry;
partisan organization
Miszens among the prisoners taken into
upon, he said Mr. Mann was too late, Iowa, First regiment infantry;
in"a German port" by the commerce
that lie was in a position to say that souri, First and Third regiments Inenough of the Independents would fantry; Nebraska, Fourth regiment in- raider Moewe. If It is discovered, as
Newport News, reports, that there
vote with the Democrats to give the fantry; Minnesota, First regiment
American cattlemen
regi- were
latter a majority and assure the ad fantry; Michigan, Thirty-thirministration of control by its party ment infantry; Wisconsin, Third regi- among the men captured from the
ment infantry; South Dakota, Third British steamer Esmeralda, this gov
of both houses of Congress.
Democrats and Republicans go into battalion, Fourth regiment infantry; ernment will protest and demand their
the organization fight with 214 mem North Dakota, Second battalion, First immediate release.
bers each and 218 votes are required regiment infantry; Colorado, First and
to elect the speaker. So four of the Second separate battalions infantry; Western Roads Want Freight Advance
Washington. Application of west
five Independents must join the Demo Wyoming, Second separate battalion
infantry; Ohio, Third and Sixth regi- ern railroads for an increase in freight
crats to
Speaker Clark.
Confidence la expressed
among ments Infantry; Washington, Second rates becausj of the higher cost of
both Democrats and Republicans that regiment infantry; Oregon, Third regi- labor under the Adamson law and of
California, Second, supplies and equipment was forecast
the House will work harmoniously ment infantry;
Fifth and Seventh rcglment3 infantry; by a telegram to the Interstate Com
after the brunh over organization.
Idaho, Second regiment
infantry; mission signed by officials of more
Plan to Send Army to Europe.
than twenty roads, asking for a con
Montana, Second regiment infantry.
-war
In the War Department's statement ference to consider steps necessary to
Washington. In discussing
measures, a proposal, emanating from announcing the ordering out of these meet "a financial situation requiring
London and I'aris, that the I'nited bodies it is requested that "no details immediate relief."
StateB send a comparatively small of locality be carried in the press with
expeditionary force to the European regard to further distribution of these Gen. Aguilar Quits Carranza's Cabinet
trenches for moral effect elicited con troops unless given out by the War
Mexico
City. Gen. Aguilar residerable favor, but the majority of Department.''
signed from his post, minister of forthe Cabinet reiterated opposition to
Every precaution against German eign relations in the Carranza cabithe dispatch of a large army capable spying or German ruthlessness within net. He will start a campaign at
of effective participation in the war. the nation is being taken. To guard once for the governorship of Vera
against such things is the main rea- Cruz. Gen. Dieguez of his office also
Dynamite Planted on Train.
son behind the orders calling out the has severed his connection with the
M.
N.
Workmen militia
Albuquerque,
regiments.
government. Both resignations have
found seven sticks of dynamite on
been accepted.
Santa Fe train No. 10 here, placed
Armed U. S. Ship Crosses Ocean.
behind a steel frame on the front ol
Not to Disturb Aliens.
a baggage car. Workmen said they
Washington. The American liner
Washington. The War Department
had seen a man, who appeared to be St. Louis, firBt armed American ship announced it has no plans now for
a foreigner, at the end of the baggage to cross the Atlantic, has arrived molesting any resident aliens so
car shortlv before they made their safely at her destination. Secretary as they conform to the laws of long
the
find.
Daniels announced.
nation.
N.--

Coucy-le-Ville-

fifty-seve-

Baldwin to Succeed Gamble.
Denver. Itrig. Hen. Frank D. Baldwin, U. S. A., retired, will succeed
Harry P. Gamble as adjutant general
Gov. Gunter officially
of Colorado.
made the appointment Tuesday, declaring at the same time that Gen.
Gamble would not retire until four
or five days after the expiration of
his term, April 1. He will remain
long enough to adjust some matters in
connection with the return of the
Colorado troops from the Mexican
border.
Gen.

Paris, March 28. French troops,
continuing drive, capture two more
villages on the "Hindenburg Line."
British take one, Lagnlcourt, six
miles northwest of Bapaunie. French
gain more ground near Soissons.
London says five Gorman airplanes
have been forced down, but admits
loss of seven at the hands of the Germans.
Russian artillery checks attempted
German offensive east of Baranovit-ehi- .
War Minister Guckhoff arrives
Miss Louise C. Hovvley, one of the in Riga. .
Field Marshal von Mackensen is in
passengers on the Stephano when thnt
steamship was sunk by n German sub- Constantinople to superintend reormarine off Nantucket. Though she lost ganization of Turkish army.
$8,000 In the disaster, she was of greut
aid In the lifeboat, cheering up ths
Paris reports capture of two forts
children and calming the woidu.
at La Fere and the puncturing of the
"Hindenburg line." Desperate fighting between French and GerCYCLONE IN INDIANA mans reported on the Somme and
French make more
Aisne rivers.
progress toward St. Quentln. ' Berlin
KILLS SCORES AND DOES $2,000,-00- admits further retirement but claims
serious damace has been Inflicted on
DAMAGE.
the enemy.
Seventeen
allied airplanes
shot
SeSome
Hundred Reported Injured,
down in day's fighting, says Berlin.
Gale
Destroys
riously, When
Paris and London record severe fightHomes in New Albany.
ing in the air.
Heavy German forces concentrated
on northern Russian frontier preparaNew Albany, Ind., March 24. This
tory to an attack with the capture of
city was struck by a hurricane driv Petrograd as its objective.
Russian
fifty-twrate
of
ing ahead at the
warned of impending danger.
people
and
miles an hour Friday afternoon,
Spring thaws prevent decisive milibesides killing thirty-sevepersons
on the Rumanian front.
tary
and injuring hundreds of others, Small activity
raiding
operations reported.
wrought damage to residence and
Town of Roisel, seven miles from
business property estimated at $2,- Peronne, enter by British. The retire000,000.
ment of Grand Duke Nicholas from
Shortly after blocks of buildings his post as commander-in-chie- f
of the
had been razed fire broke out in the Russian
army, is officially confirmed.
more
or
two
hours
For
wreckage.
great confusion reigned. People ran
The French
Paris, March 24.
wildly through the streets. Hundreds French cruiser (battleship)
Danton
of physicians and nurses in Louisville was
torpedoed in the Medlteranean
were summoned to the scene and all sea on
March 19, it was announced
ambulances and automobile vehicles
Two hunby the admiralty.
officially
available were called for. In response dred and ninety-simen were lost and
to appeals for aid the ambulance corps 806 were saved
by the destroyer
of the First Kentucky regiment were Massue and
patrol boats.
called Into service, and every police
automobile in LoulBVille was sent.
Copenhagen. A dispatch received
West Union, a subdivision in the here
from
Sweden, says
northeastern section of the city, bore the Russian Haparanda,
Social Democratic party
the brunt of the storm. Here the has issued a manifesto demanding
wind swept a path two blocks wide
and more than a mile long, demolish- peace.
British report progress southeast of
ing residences, several factories and Arras, and the French, Paris says,
e
Twenty-fiva
school
building.
destroying
have moved forward between one and
children were in the building, a
and two and a half miles
some of whom were caught in the in quarterSt.
the
Quentin region. French
of
the
structure.
wreckage
also have made gainB in tho
troops
tore
storm
With terrific speed the
heights overlooking the Oise valley,
through the street for a distance of northeast of Tergnier.
three blocks, laying everything low
North of Monastir, after a violent
that stood in the way. Then it Jumped
Hill 1.248 remained in the
a mile and struck the suburbs. In all, fight,
of the French.
In a sixteen
there were about six full blocks laid hands
hour battle near Kerlnd, Petrograd
waste by the storm.
the Turks were forced to reThe barn and all other outbuildings reports
to Kerlnd.
on the farm of Col. Henry Bell at treat
South of the Oise the French conHarrods Creek was blown down and
tinue to cross the Allette river, and
every tree In the yard wag felled by north of SoisBons, Paris
says, consid
tbo sixty-milgale that swept Louis erable progress has been made toward
ville and Jefferson county for a period
of one minute. The roof of the resi Margival.
London, March 23. Thirteen memdence on the farm of Carl Rettinger bers
of the American steamer Heald-ton'off.
was blown
crew have arrived at Ymuiden,
lolland. They say the steamer was
Carlisle, Ind. One man was killed sunk without
In the
and fifteen persona injured when a "safe zone." warning
A Rotterdam
dispatch
tornado devastated a thickly populatthat it is reported that thirty-fou- r
ed farming district south of Carlisle. says men of
the Healdton were either
The storm swept a district of eight killed
when the vessel was attacked
f
miles long and
mile wide.
or drowned subsequently.
Wilson Withdraws Belgium Minister. Flagrant Violations Abrogate Treaty.
Washington. Because of "the Ger
Washington.
Practically accusing
man government's disregard of its Germany of regarding treaties as
written undertakings" for the protec- scraps of paper, the United States govtion of Americans and American re- ernment's note regarding reconstruclief work in Belgium, the State De- tion of the 1799 treaty Informed Gerpartment announced that American many that further "engagements"
Minister Brand Whitlock had been would be useless.
The note, made
withdrawn from Brussels and the staff public In full, added that the governof the American commission for relief ment Is seriously considering whether
in Belgium advised that they should or not Germany's "flagrant violations"
not remain longer in
had not abrogated the
and
o

x

e

s

one-hal-

German-occupie-

1828

Roads Seeks Power to Raise Rates.
Washington. The chief railroads of
the East petitioned the Interstate
Commerce Commission to amend its
rules to permit a general increase in
all freight rates. .

Expect Peace Proposal to Russia.
Amsterdam. Intimation that Chancellor von Bethmann-Hollwewill
make another peace suggestion at a
meeting of the Reichstag, was contained In Berlin dispatches.

Rebels Capture and Loot Madera.
El Paso, Tex. Villistas under the
command of Gen. Salazar captured the
town of Madera, on the Mexican
Northwestern railroad, according to
arrivals at Juarez. The city was loot
ed by the bandits and twenty-twmembers of the Carranza garrison
Abdication of Emperor Is Forecast.
were killed. Madera is the center of
Green River Has $100,000 Fire.
Paris. The abdication of the Ger large British lumber interests, and is
Rock Springs, Wyo. A loss estimat- man emperor is forecast by the for- the most important city in northwested at $100,000 was caused by the fire mer German magistrate who- wrote ern Chihuahua. The recapture of Par-rwhich swept the main business block the celebrated book "J'Accuse," in
by a large force of Villistas was
of Green River.
an interview published in Oeuvre.
reported to federal agents here.

Chinese Envoy Asks for Passports.
Amsterdam. The Chinese minister
to Germany has formally requested
his passports, according to dispatches
from Berlin. He Is expected to leave
shortly, fulfilling the rupture In diplomatic relations recently decreed by
the Peking government.

Would Quit Speakership Race.
Republican Leader
Washington.
Mann, upon his return from Haiti,
said he was willing to withdraw from
the race for the speakership in the
interest of unity if the House could
or lion- be organibed on
partisan lines.

Caminetti Gets Final Mandate.
Washington. The Supreme Court's
final mandate sustaining penitentiary
sentences given F. Drew Caminetti
and Maury I. Digcs of Sacramento,
Cal., for violating the Mann white
slave law, was issued.

forty-eigh-

treaties.

I

-

Predicts Fall of Prussia's Rulers.
Premier
London.
David Lloyd
George telegraphed to the Russian premier, saying he believed the revolution In Russia was the greatest service the Russians had yet rendered to
the allied cause, and that It was a
sure promise that the Prussian military autocracy, the only barrier to
peace, would soon be overthrown.

Czar Prisoner

In Republic Palace.
Petrograd. The last of the Romanoffs was under detention at Tsarkoa
Selo Friday, his guards bearing the
red banner of the Russian democracy.
The former cxar, czarina, the royal
couple's only son and their four
daughters are now housed in the
Protect President Delivering Message.
palace. Every deference has been
measshown all these members of the formWashington. Precautionary
Launch
23.
Superdreadnought
April
ures of the most elaborate kind will
er royal family. The newspaper
be taken to protect President Wilson
Washington. The superdreadnought
New Bishop .of Monterey.
Russkaya Volya's front page featured
a
sister ship of the PennRome.
from any harm when he delivers his New Mexico,
The pope appointed Mgr. a slogan in huge type, extending
war message to Congress.
sylvania, will be launched at the New Peter James Muldoon bishop of across the page and reading, "Long
Tork navy yard April 23.
Live the Republic."
Monterey.

Storm Wrecks House, Kill Many.
Montgomery, Ala. Five whites and
several negroes were killed in a storm
at Petrie, Ala., Monday night. Every
t
bouse in Petrie,
miles
south of Montgomery, was blown
down.

1785-179- 9

territory.

Mann

German Consul Dead in Juarez.
El Paso, Tex. Max Weber, German
consul in Juarez and one of the
wealthiest residents of the Mexican
border town, died in a local hospital
here. He was consul for the German
empire in northern Mexico during the
six years of revolution.
.

SHIP

TO HER DESTRUCTION

MILITIA

PRESIDENT ALSO ISSUES APPEAL
FOR 27,000 MEN TO JOIN
THE U.8. NAVY.

AUTONOMY.

ALLIES REPORT GAINS FROM
RAS TO SOISSONS. THREE
DESTROYERS SUNK.

MIRAGE LURES

FRENCH CAPTURE

1

OFFER TO RUSSIA

POLAND

HEROINE OF THE STEPHANO.

WILSON CALLS

Slays Four Children, Wifa and Self.
,
Redwood Falls, Minn. August
a farmer living near here, killed
his wife and four children and then
hung himself.
Klee-man-

American Consul Dead.
Washington. State Department dispatches announced the death of Consul William E. Alger, 60 years old, of
Boston, at hia post in Guatemala, He
bad been in the consular service twenty-six
years.
New Zone Covers Arctic Ocean.
The foreign office reChristiania.
ceived official notification that Germany had instituted a blockade o!
the Arctic, ocean, between Norway
end Spitsbergen.

Destroys Calculations of Naviga
tion and Lands Bewildered
Captain and Crew Ashore.
San Francisco. A mirage lured the
American schooner Konu of this city,
to Its destruction on Kangaroo island,
south of Australia, early in February,
according to a cablegram received
from Capt. A. Hansen, master of the
cruft.
A shore line sometimes visible and
sometimes invisible; headlands thnt
retreated and advanced, remaining
apparently the same distance from
the ship, no matter which way she
turned, destroyed the calculations of
navigation and finally landed a be
wildered captain and crew ashore.
Captain Hansen's statement Is am
plified by a report received by the
United States hydrographlc office from

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Western Newpapr t'nlon Newi Service.
DENVER MARKET8.

Steers (pulp
choice
Steers (pulp
good
Steers (hay
choice
Steers (hay

Cattle.
fed), good to

$10.2511.60

fed), fair to
fed), good to

fed), fair to

good

9.6010.25
10.0010.60
9.75
9.50

8.75

8.25
Heifers, prime
Cows (pulp fed), good to
8.25
choice
Cows (pulp fed), fair to

9.10
8.00

good

8.75
Cows (hay fed), good ... 8.00
8.00
Cows (hay fed), fair .... 0.75
6.00
Cows, canners and cutters. 4.50
10.5012.75
Veal calves
8.25
6.25
Bulls
Feeders and stockers, good
9.85
8.75
to choice
Feeders and stockers, fair
8.75
7.75
to good
Feeders and stockers, com7.50
6.50
mon to fair
Good hogs

Wethers
Yearlings
Lambs
Ewes

Hogs.

Sheep,

14.20

14.80

11.2512.00
12.501J.16
13.7514.25
11.0011.50

HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
F. O. B., Denver, Carload Price.
Hay:

Buying Prices.
Colorado upland, per ton. $18.00 19.00
Nebraska upland, per ton. 16.0017.00
Second bottom Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton.. 16.0017.00
20.0021.00
Timothy, per ton
14.0016.00
Alfalfa, per ton
South Park, ch., per ton. 20.00 21.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton 18.0019.00
5.00
4.00
Straw, per ton
Grain.
Wheat, ch. mill, 100 lbs., buying. $2.97
Hye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs., buying. 2.50
Oats, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying. . 2.10
2.10
Colorado oats, bulk, buying
2.36
Corn chop, sack, selling
Corn in sack, selling
i.H
100
lbs.,
Bran, Colorado, per

v
Shore Line Sometimes Visible and
Sometimes Invisible.
the schooner W. II. Marston of San
Francisco, which saw the same mirage
and nurrowly escaped the same fate.
The Konu was passing through In
vestigator strait mid the Gulf of St
Vincent on her way to Adelaide, Aus
tralia. The strait, more than 100 miles
wide, runs north and south. Captain
Hansen sailed eight miles off the
west coast during the first night,
but at dawn he was surprised
to see not only the western, but also
the eastern shoreline. The latter ap
peared eight miles to starboard.
Here was a strait 100 miles wide that
uppeared 10. Captain Hansen and his
mutes decided they were victims of
un optical illusion. So they sailed in
a wide zigzag and the eastern shore
wns always just on the horizon while
the western shore behaved as normal
ly, disappearing and reappearing as
the ship altered its course. So the
nuvigators decided that the easterly
land was a mirage. But later Hie mi
rage became a reality aud near the
entrance of the gulf the vessel went
on the bench of Kangaroo Island.
The Marston saw the mirage, but
avoided disaster.
PORTIAS MUST TAKE
OFF HATS IN COURT
San Frnnclsco. When Miss
Christina A. Turner, n youthful
addition to the California bar,
appeared to prosecute her first
case she learned one rule of
procedure not contained In her
law books.
"Are you the nttorney In this
case?" queried the Judge.
Miss Turner answered In the
nflinnntlve.
"Lawyers always remove their
the
hnts before addressing
court," she was told, kindly, but
firmly.
Miss Turner blushed, nnd pulling out the long pins, deposited

the hut on the attorneys'

table.

-

BLIND

20

YEARS,

NOW SEES

1.8a

Belling

Flour,
Hungarian

Patent

$4.35

Dressed Poultry.
Less 10 Per Cent Commission
2G
Turkeys, fancy D. P
20
Turkeys, old toms
17
Turkeys, choice
21
Hens, fancy
Springs, lb
16
Ducks, young
16
Geese
Hoosters

28
22
18
22
20
20
20
10

Live Poultry.
The following prices on live poultry
are net F. O. B. Denver:
18
Hens, fancy, lb
20
Springs, lb
10
12
Stags, lb
09
Roosters
22
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over.... 20
17
16
DuckB, young
15
Geese
016
Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F. O. B.
ZS
Denver
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F. 0. B.
22
Denver
Eggs, case count, misc. cases,
less commission
$8.008.25
Butter.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
Process
Packing stock (net)

40
37

.

.3435

28

Fruit.
Apples, Colo., fancy, box. . .$1.00 3.00
Pears, Colo., winter, box... 2.503.00
Vegetables.
Beets, cwt
cwt
Carrots,
Cauliflower, lb
Celery, Pascal, h.g., doz
Onions, table, doz
Onions, cwt
Potatoes, cwt

$2.753.00
2.002.60
.12

10

401.00
40

.50

7.5010.00
3.50

4.50

MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
Metal Market Prices.
New York Lead,
Copper Casting brand, $30.87.
Bar silver. 71c.
St. Louis. Spelter, $10.40.
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
per cent, $17 per unit. Crude ores, 60
per cent, $15; 25 per cent, $9.40 to
$12.00: 10 per cent, $8.70 to $10.00 per
unit.

99c.

Chicago Live Stock Quotations.
Chicago. Hogs Bulk, $14.8015.10;
light, $14.1515.00; mixed, $14.50
15.15; heavy, $14.4515.15;
rough,
California.
$14.4514.60; pigs, $10.5014.00.
Cattle
Native
beef
$9.15
cattle,
Marysvllle, Cal. Twenty years ago 12.95; stockers and feeders, $7.00
George Van Buskirk, a veteran of the 9.85; cows and heifers, $5.5010.60;
Civil war. became blind while employ- calves, $10.5015.00.
ed In Mnrysville, Cat. His case was
Wethers.
Sheep
$11.1512.75;
regarded as hopeless and he went ewes, $9.00 12.40; lambs, $12.75
about the world guided by his grand- 15.40.
children whom he hnd never seen.
Price of Flax.
Several months ago one of the boys
Duluth, Minn. Linseed On track,
g
read a short Item in a newspaper
to arrive, $2.89; May,
$2.8914;
of an operation In San Francisco
July, $2.91 asked.
which had restored sight to a blind $2.90;
man. Van Buskirk decided to undergo
Butter, Eggs and Poultry.
Now he sees
a similar operation.
Butter Creamery, 33
through heavy glasses, but he can 4UC.Chicago.
see.
Eggs Firsts,
ordinary
Van Buskirk, while In San FrancisAt mark, cases infirsts,
co, saw for the first time a telephone, cluded, 25 28c.
an automobile, a motion picture
Potatoes Wisconsin and Michigan,
show, n wireless telegraph station and $2.302.45; Idaho, Colorado, Oregon
nn airship.
and Washington white, $2.502.60.
Poultry Fowls, 22c; springs, 23c
Saved $1,400 Worth of Puppies.
New York Cotton Prices.
New York. Miss Gertrude Lester,
New York. Cotton
May, 18.87;
returning from a shopping trip, found
her home in flames. She dashed Inside July, 18.72; October, 18.23: December,
and rescued an armful of puppies, 18.31; January, 18.40; middling, 19.20.
which, she said, were worth $1,400.
Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.
Woman Divorced Fifth Time at 35.
Chicago. Wheat No. 2 red, $2.04;
Huntington. W. Va. Mrs. Maude No. 3 hard, $2.01.
Corn No. 2 "yellow, $1.191.19;
Young, age thirty-nv- e
years, declares
that marriage is a failure. She has No.
yellow, $1.1714 1.19; No. 4
been divorced five times by as many yellow, $1.16
1.17.
different husbands.
Oats No. 3 white, 6365c; stand65c.
ard, 64
Likes Heavy Music
Rye No. 4, $1.6501.58.
'
Barley $1.05 1.36.
Nashville, Tenn. John Llghtelnger
Timothy $3.755.75.
likes heavy music He stole a plana
Clover $12.0018.00.
out of a church and carted it two
Pork $34.65.
miles. He was caught when he went
Ribs $17.7 18.17.
back for the stooL
Civil War Veteran, 75 Years Old, Has
Recovered His Sight in

tell-in-

2G27c.2728c;

,

One method of construction- consists
in the use of a double thickness of
flooring. The bottom thickness Is luld
in hot tar ; two thicknesses of tar build'
ing paper are placed above it and well
mopped with hot tar and then top thick'
ness of flooring Is placed. Stable celling
must be high enough to allow the
horses to hold their heads up. If the
table is built as it should be, the body
heat of the horses will set up a good
circulation of air.
Men who keep good horses will appreciate the design shown In the ac
The arcompanying illustrations.
rangement of stalls Is good and there
Is a large carriage room In which to
keep vehicles away from the dust.
With this carriage room and the' harness room there Is no excuse for dirty
buggies or an unsightly harness.
A feature of this barn which should
attract special attention is the tool
room. It is 0 feet by 11 feet in a front
corner of the building and there are
two windows to furnish plenty of light.
A work bench with vise on one end is
called for, placed so that the light will
strike it from two directions. Boxes
to hold tools and supplies are placed
along the dark side of the room.
The granary will belarge enough or
not according to the other buildings
on the farm. Where there is a large
grain barn for threshing, a smaller
granary In the horse burn seems to answer every purpose. The gronary is
placed Id a good position m this- plan
since It is entirely shut off from the
stable and yet it is near enough to be
convenient in feeding.
There Is room overhead for a good
quantity of hny and straw. The hay
carrier will bring the stuff from the
hack pretty well through to the front
of the barn. It would probably be ad
visable to put a concrete floor in this
building the full size of the stable part
and the carriage room. On the farm.
the carriage wushlng Ui done outside of
the carrluge room or barn. A wooden
rack may be placed on a sloping area
convenient to the hydrant, wl;ere the
work may be done much better. At
the same time the dampness Is kept
out of the horse barn.
-

CAREFULLY PLAII
THE HORSE BARN

.

Structure Should Differ From
Other Live Stock Farm
Shelters.
AVOID

FAULTY

All

VENTILATION

Design Pictured Here Hit Many De
ll rb I e Feature! Special Attention Given Stable Floor, Car
rlage Shed and Granary.
By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advice FREES OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
work on the farm, for
subject of building
the readers of this paper. On account of
his wide experience as Editor, Author and
Manufacturer, he is, without doubt, the
these subjects.
highest authority on toallWilliam
A. RadAddress' all Inquiries
ford, No. 1827 Prairie two-ce-avenue, Chicago,
111., and only inclose
stamp for
reply.

The greatest return will be realized
from money spent In firm buildings
when these structures are especiully
designed for the purpose which they
are to serve. A horse barn should Ut
ter In several respects fromjmy other
building on the farm. Certain condi
tions required in order that the horses
may be kept In the best of health form
the fundamental considerations in
drawing up the design. Second to this
la convenience in attending to the
wants and needs of the horses.
The determination of size is an important consideration in designing the
horse barn. The matter will depend
largely upon the manner in which the
farmer is in the habit of keeping his
horses. Some farmers have a lnrge
number of horses which they work
during the summer and turn out in the
yards and sheds to winter. Such farmers usually raise horses to sell and always have more than they need. Other farmers keep just the number of
horses which are required to do the
work. They will keep four horses or
six horses the year round. In either
case, the stables should be built to accommodate just the number of horses
which will require housing.
In cold weather the Importance of
the matter of size is especially evident. A stable big enough for six

Inventors' Luck.
The greatest Inventions do not al
ways bring the larger financial rewards. Roller skates are said to have
brought their Inventor $3,000,000,
while nearly $.r,000,000 was realized
by the man who first devised bootlaces. The Inventor of the safety pin,
who took the idea from a reproduc
tion of a Fompelan fresco, made
On the other hand, Charles
Bourseul, who discovered and de- -

SUCCESSFUL

OF FARM MANAGEMENT
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g
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MILK SUBSTITUTE FOR

CALF

Massachusetts
8tatlon
Experiment
Recommends Feeding Mixture Costing Three Cents Pound.

i
PLAN

j

i

FOR MAKING MR. HUBBARD'S

(By RAT P. SPEER.)

.

.

FEED RACK.

In a tub in one corner of a

Nothing Is better than milk on which
to raise thrifty,
growing calves,
whether they are intended for the
dairy, the feed lot or the show ring.
The ordinary farmer often finds milk
too expensive as a calf feed, The following substitute Is recommended by
the Massachusetts Experitnent station: Twenty-twpounds ground
oats, ten pounds Unseed meal, five
11
pounds middlings,
pounds fine
1
pounds fine blood meal, one- half pound salt. Total cost, three cents
a pound.
Prepare by adding
pound
of meal to two quarts of boiling water
for each feed. At each feeding moisten
the meal first with a little cold water
to prevent It forming lumps, and then
pour on the boiling water, and stir
well, When this is cooled down to
the temperature of milk fresh drawn
from the cow It is ready to feed.
It is better to let the calf have whole
milk for about a week, then gradually
introduce a little of the milk substitute for ten days or two weeks, when
you can cut out the milk entirely.
As soon as the calf will eat, let It
have hay und a little of the meal dry,
together with fresh water.
Always
have the calf meal mixture
when fed. Have the buckets
clenn and do not overfeed. A young
calf will usually begin to eat hay at
about three weeks old.
o

stnntly
Success has been obtained by Mr. rack. The steers are never disturbed,
Hubbard of Bice county, Minn., by and every opportunity Is given them
growing a cheap feed, by working out to rest and make gains. To utilize
an economical system of buying cattle, every bit of waste, many hogs are run
and by devising nn efficient scheme of behind the cattle.
furm management. Nothing has been
To obtuln the best, results with
done which any other furmer cannot bundle corn, it Is necessary to obtain
do to make a success of his' feeding. a feed which will supply a maximum
In fact, lately many of Mr. Hubbard's amount of nutritious forage. The raisneighbors have adopted his scheme of ing of bundle corn on the Hubbard
feeding, and dozens of carloads of farm, therefore, has been reduced to
cattle ure now being fed where there as much of a science as his methods
were few cattle fed several years ago. of feeding. The time of plowing and
The scheme of farm management planting, the type of plant desired,
adopted is being considered more and the method of cultivation, the time of
more by farm managers.
harvesting, the methods of shocking,
Outline of Plan.
and the best method of caring for the
A carload of each of two classes of bundle corn in the shock huve been
cattle, stockers and feeders, is handled studied.
each winter. By stockers is meunt
Mr. Hubbard believes that the avyoung cattle which are immature and erage Minnesota furmer plants his
can be finished by one winter's feed corn too early. Corn planted In late
ing only with difficulty. By feeders Is May or eurly June on a
meant more mature cattle of good and
seedbed will grow
weight that can be finished by one faster and mature sooner, he says,
winter's feeding. The stockers are than corn planted several weeks bepurchased In the fall, and kept over fore on a cold and poorly prepared
winter to follow the feeders which are seedbed. At no time since he has
COW NEEDS RESTING PERIOD
being finished for market In the spring. grown corn has he failed, he says, to
They are pastured during the next secure a matured crop in a
summer, and turned Into the feed lot period. In each instance this period Some Animals Maintain Good Milt
Flow Right Up to Calving Time-R- est
as feeders. Each carload of stockers has been well within the frost limit.
Is Important.
Is kept about eighteen months during
one winter and one summer ns stockFEEDING VALUE OF
The dairying department of the New
ers, and one winter ns feeders.
Jersey agricultural experiment station
The carload of stockers Is purSILAGE RATED HIGH recommends that the dairy farmer
chased, generally about November 1,
should remember to gjve his cows a
nnd placed on pasture. About Decemrest of six weeks or more before they
ber 1 these cattle are placed In the
freshen. Some cows may maintain n
feed lot to run after the feeders
which have been kept on the farm one Much Depends on Stock to Which good flow of milk right up to calving
time, nnd in such cases the dairyman
year. The stockers remnln In the feed
It Is Fed and Price They Bring
hesitates to dry them off for a rest
lot until the middle of May, when,
period of several weeks. This should
after the feeders have been sold, thoy
When Marketed.
be done, however, and the cow well fed
lire turned out to pasture.
They reso that she will be in good flesh when
main on pasture until about DecemThe most accurate, valuation for
ber 1, when they ore driven Into the silage la expressed in terms of feeds she freshens.
The work of producing a henvy yield
feed lot ns feeders, never to leave it that have market value. Siluge conof milk for ten months or a year Is a
until ready for market.
sists of corn, grain and corn stover. severe
drain upon the cow's strength
Feed-Lo- t
The grain in the silo is worth the
Equipment.
and vitality, and n period of rest
Is
not
an
The feed-lo- t
same
as
it
had
a
been
in
equipment
though
put
elaborate one. The cnttle are fed In crib, and the stover Is worth rather should be given her to recuperate and
a lot 54 by 00 feet In size. This lot more than when dry cured. If the prepare for another lactation period.
Is well protected from the cold winds crop ensiled would have yielded 50 If she finishes her milking period quite
a
of winter by a
shed on bushel to the acre It would have made thin In flesh, she should be given
the north nnd west. A barn on the about two tons of dry stover. The longer dry period nnd more liberally
cow
northeastern corner of the lot also af- grain at the present time would be fed. The loss of what milk the
the
period
might
during
dry
produce
well
Is
fords some protection. The lot
worth $40 and the stover $10. Such
over
fenced with strong cedar posts und u crop would make eight to ten tons will be made up several times fol
an Increased yield during the
two by six hemlock boards.
Fences, of silage. Tills method of calculation by
Inctation period. A good rest
building and equipment are all painted. gives a value of $5 to $0 per ton for lowing
nnd liberal feeding preceding the date
Two sheds are provided, one for the silnge.
to bring about
In most calculations showing silage of calving helps largely
feeders, the other for the stockers.
the following year.
These sheds are substantially built, to be the most economical feed, it is a good yield during
f
on given a value covering cost of .pro
possess good roofs, are
the exposed sides, and have earth duction only, while the commercial RECORD OF LEADING BREEDS
floors.
Good ventilation Is provided. value Is placed upon the feeds with
The sheds ore well bedded at all which It Is compared, an entirely mis Jersey, Guernsey, Ayrshire and Hoi
Have 16,155 Animals
times with straw. Two feed racks are leading comparison. The production
Registered.
used In which to feed bundle corn. cost of hny is usually much below its
One end of each rack is left open, market price. This Is true even tills
The following are the records of the
the open end being butted against nn year of low hay prices, on account of
open place In the fence so that the the enormous crop. But its feeding four leading breeds of dairy cattle for
bundle corn may be fed easily from value, measured, In terras of other the last year :
Jersey 6,146 cows registered; averthe outside. Water Is supplied from feeds, is above its market value. Its
a well at the edge of the feed lot by actual value to the man who feeds It age yield, 7,816 pounds; average bua windmill which pumps the water may be either above or below Its mar tterfat 418 pounds; average per cent,
Into a lurge tank. The feed lot slopes ket value, depending upon the stock 5.35.
Guernsey 5,081 cows registered ;
to the south, which enables the water to which it Is fed and the price they
The feeding
to run off easily. Before the steers bring when marketed.
are turned Into the yard, it Is very game is more interesting than specu
thickly bedded with straw, which lating on a stock exchange. It takes
keeps the yard dry. The change from a keener mind.
pasture to bundle corn Is brought
about gradually.
CATTLE FEEDING IS
Time for Feeding.
m.
8
ut
a.
each
day.
Feeding begins
NOT RISKY BUSINESS
The stockers which have been in the
feed lot all night are turned back
The racks are
Into their shed.
cleaned and filled with bundle corn,
Ayrshire Cow.
one layer deep, and pneked fuirly Farmer Who Does It Intelligently
Unaverage yield, 8,846 pounds; average
and Conservatively Will
tight. The feeders are turned into
butterfat, 441 pounds; average per
the lot nn hour later, more bundle
doubtedly Prosper.
cent, 4.97.
corn Is thrown into the racks to comregistered ;
Ayrshire 2,186 cows
plete the morning feed. As many
(By CAPT. W. S. BMITH.)
average yield, 9,447 pounds; average
bundles are given as the steers seem
Cattle feeding Is not a hazardous butterfat, 372.9 pounds; average per
to be able to handle. The aim is not
to overfeed, and yet to give all that business, provided It Is done lntelll cent. 3.94.
Holsteln-Friesia2,742 cows regisgently and conservatively. The man
will be consumed.
At 11:30 a. m. the feeders are who feeds what he has raised on his tered; average yield, 14,019 pounds;
the
husbands
average butterfat, 504 pounds ; average
turned into the shed and the stock- own plnce, carefully
and puts It back onto the land per cent, 3.4.
ers are allowed to pick over the
stalks In the feed racks. At 4 :15 p. m. Is the man who will buy his neighbor's
the man who MILK AND BUTTERFAT FEEDS
the stockers are driven back, the farm in the future; while
is
racks are cleaned and filled, and the hauls all he raises to the elevator
will sell
or
sooner
later
man
who
the
At
out
feeders are turned
Utilize Every Possible Morsel of Food
again.
8:30 p. m. the feeders are driven in his farm.
Teeth and Stomach Wear Out
can
farmers
all
renlize
I
that
fully
for the night, und the stockers are
First in Cow.
It
nor
is
not
beef
feed
necessary
cattle,
turned out. This method of feeding
believe
that
do
but
I
should
;
that
they
Is continued until about the middle
Every possible morsel of food fed to
farmer should handle stock of
of May, when the feeders are shipped every
and so treat dairy cows should be utilized for the
some
clover,
kind,
grow
to market.
to Increase rather than to production of milk and butterfat. The
The stockers are given access to his land as
teeth and the stomach are the two
Its
decrease
fertility.
the feed lot from 11 :30 a. m. to 4 :30
organs of a cow which wear out first,
p. m., and from 8:30 p. m. to 8 a. m.
especially the former. This Is caused
each day. So keen are their appetites FEEDING POULTRY ONE GRAIN in great part by the cow having to ent
that there Is little bundle corn left
hard dry unground grain. There is an
when they have finished eating. No Fowls Overtax Digestive System lr old saying, "No chain Is stronger than
Endeavor to Obtain Needed Difother feed Is given them except two
Its weakest link." With the dairy cow
ferent Food Elements.
bushels of shelled corn at noon, about
also this holds true. When one organ
five pounds of corn to each stocker.
of digestion wears out then the whole
There Is no economy in feeding cow is useless.
Two Substantial Feeds.
In a general way, the plan is to give fowls on one grain because you hapA good dairy cow should be kept as
both feeders and stockers two sub- pen to have It, for fowls eat more ol long as possible, and if she Is properly
stantial feeds each day. The same one grain In an endeavor to obtair. fed and cared for, she will be useful
Bme of feeding la carefully observed sufficient of the different food ele- for about fifteen years. Some give a
each day, as the cattle will make sub- ments, and thereby overtax their dl nice mess of milk at the age of twenty
stantial gains only when fed reg- gestlve systems, and fall to product years.
ular. Salt Is kept before them con- - results.
Avoid Undesirable Odors.
If the undesirable odors can be kept
Cracked Corn for Poultry.
Moat Important Factors.
from milk by proper regulation of
Cracked corn should be sifted be- feeding and watering the difficulty of
In selecting the breeders, remember
th
to
of
fed
the poultry;
the fore being
that condition, all vigor is one
butter will be
making
amount of meal saved will more thai largely avoided, other conditions bemost important factors.
offset the labor.
This might well be
ing favorable.
Geese Will Pay Well.
termed feeding quality into butter.
Skim Milk for Pullets.
By selecting the heavy kinds of
Leghorn pullets are capable of con
geese, and with fences to restrain'
Progressive Dairyman.
then lo their own Inclosures, geese on Burning about 90 pounds of akim mill
A progressive dairyman is one who
the farm pay well.
can make a cow pay for herself in
each, daring a year.
milk and batter and then sell her for
Cattla Am Finicky.
about ai much as she cost him in the
Send Old Ewes to Butcher.
Cattle will not eat the leavings ol J first place.
Send the old ewea to the batcher
the sheep.
yqs Iom them.

corn-mea- l,

one-ha- lf

PRECISE

AND

COMPACT AUTO

One of the objects of the standardization work now being carried on
by the Society of Automobile Engineers is the establishment within the
motor-ca- r
field of a precise und compact language.
hav, There are many advantages In
ing uniform names of car parts. The
automobile user finds It much easier
to make replacements. The manufacturer benefits for the same reasons. ' The entire Industry will welcome any list of names that will
remedy the present condition, In
which makers use different terminologies.
A striking exception to popular
usage Is the name "engine," which Is
recommended rather than "motor," to
ovoid confusion with electric motors
used for stnrtlng the engine Installed
on the automobile. Definitions have
been included for axles, brakes and
bodies for which usage varies. The
name and description of bodies ns
adopted by the society are:
Roadster An open cur seating two
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horses will not be warm enough If only
two are stabled. If, for any reason,
the stable Is too large, It Is a good plan
to fill It up with cows during the winter for the reason that without heat
there is no ventilation. Of course, it
is not wise to design the barn with the
intention of housing horses and cows
together in the same stable. If they
are in the same building, the horse
stable and the cow stable should be
definitely separated. The best possible scheme is to have horses and cows
In separate buildings.
If possible, a horse barn should contain a carriage room which will be
reasonably free from dust. Every man
who has a good horse should have a
rig which will be a credit to him. Even
how in the day when farmers are buying automobiles to do most of their
"running around," the horses and carriage has its important plnce. What
is true of the buildings, the machinery
and the farm wagons is also true of
the carriage the appearance is one
means by which people Judge the char
acter of the owner. The farmer owes
it to his family to provide horses, har
ness and vehicles which will present a
good appearance on the public road.
All horse stables should be well ventilated. The problem should be worked
out for each particular stable in order
that the best possible conditions may
be obtained- - Every farmer knows that
there Is a great difference in stables
with respect to their ventilation. Some
tables are built so that It la impossible to keep them clean. The smell
of ammonia Is always present and
when the door are closed It Is very
disagreeable. When a valuable horse
la placed In such stable It can hardly be expected that the health of the
animal will not be effected even by
breathing the fool air only one night
Horse are the most expensive animals on the farm and the most susceptible to disease; hence, the first consideration In a stable should be to promote the health of the horses.
A horse stable should be cool and
airy In. the summer and It should be
warm and well ventilated In the winter. The floor should be made In inch
a manner that It will not absorb the
liquids to pass, dqwn beneath the floor,
there to ferment and eventually pollute the air throughout the building.

scribed the principle of the telephone
In 1855, died poor.
Mlchaux, the In
ventor of the bicycle,, ended his days
In the utmost penury, and Frederick
Sauvage, who is credited with the in
vention of the screw propeller, was
Imprisoned and died bankrupt and in
sane.
Beauty of Gay Head.
Examination of the brightly hued
cliffs of Ray Head on the Island of
Martha's Vineyard, Mass., with the object of taking about 100 acres around
the lighthouse for a state reservation,
has been begun by the Massachusetts
waterways and public lands commission. Hitchcock In his geology of Massachusetts says: "The height of the
cliff (Gay Head) from the shore is 150
feet, with a richness of color that renders It a striking and even splendid object from the ocean. The clays are
red. blue and white; the sand white
and yellow, and the lignite black. All
of these are arranged individual strata
without much order. There Is nothing
to compare with it In New England."
Cloudy Film on Furniture.
There Is a cloudy white film with
a blue tint In It that sometimes persists In spreading Itself over the polished woodwork of our furniture. It
appears on the piano case frequently,
or perhaps shows more readily there
because of the extent of smooth surface. But fortunately there Is a simple
remedy for this state of things just
to wash the wood with warm water and
white soap, and dry It off well. Then
d
use a mixture of
of turpens
of erode oil; dip a
tine to
very soft cloth In this, squeeze It out,
and rub the wood surface with It, until
not a trace of the application remains.
e
film will all have disapThe
peared.
one-thir-

two-third-

blue-whit-

from

newsboy, yet willingly tip the
barber for merely doing work which
he la hired to doT
Not Unassisted.
"A man," said Uncle Eben, "kin
make money all by hlsself. Bat money
cant make a man all by itself."
.

top.
Open sedan

,

A sedan so constructed

that the sides cun be removed or
stowed so as to use the space entirely clear from the glass front to
the back.
Limousine A closed car seating
three to five inside, with driver's seat
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Add Querulous Queries,
Why Is It that a man will Insist upon getting the last penny In change
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Convertible coupe A roadster provided with a detachable coupe top.
Clover leaf An open car seating
three or four. The rear seat Is close
to the divided front seat and entrance
Is only through doors in front of the
front seat
Touring car An open car seating
four or more with direct entrance to
tonneau.
Salon touring car A touring car,
with passage between front seats,
with or without separate entrance
seats.
Sedan A closed car seating four
or more all In one compartment
Convertible sedan A salon touring
car provided with a detachable sedan

run about'!

NAMES

AND DESCRIPTIONS OF BODIES.

or three. It may have
seats on running bourds
deck.
Couplet--Sent- s
two or
has a folding top and
doors with disappearing
glass.

additional
or ou reur

outside, but nil covered with a roof
Open limousine A touring car with
permanent standing top and disapthree.
It pearing or removable glass sides.
full height
Berline A limousine having the
punels of driver's seat entirely Inclosed.
Brougham A limousine with no
inclosed roof over the driver's seat.
Coupe An
car seating two or three. A fourth
I.andaulet A closed cur with foldseat facing backward Is sometimes ing top, seats for three or more inadded.
side, and the driver's seat outside.
Inside-operate- d,

RIGHT CARE OF CAR

right-tingle- d

Convenient Horse Barn.

LANGUAGE

he-fo- re

AVERAGE
FARMER DOES NOT
HAVE SAME TROUBLE AS
CITY MAN.

However, He Is Likely to Have Trouble at Times Eight Splendid
Rules Given for Proper Management of Automobile.
The average farmer does not have
f
the trouble running a car that
falls to the lot of the city man. lie Is
constantly handling machinery, und
knows the value of good care in its
use. But he, too, is ut times likely to
have trouble," and it Is a good plan to
group the possible troubles Into a
small space. This has been well done
In the following eight rules for the
care of the nutomobile:
"First See thnt the gasoline tank
contains a sufficient quantity of gasoline; that there is plenty of oil in the
crank case; that the radiator is filled
with water and thnt the tires are properly inflated.
"Second Lift hood nnd screw
down grease cups; Inspect the cooler
connections and the wiring to the
magneto, coll and spark plugs ; oil the
valve steins and push rods; inspect
oil pump and fittings.
"Third Screw down grense cups
on front springs nnd front axle; see
that the nuts on the spring bolts are
tight ; give grease cup on steering
gear housing a turn.
"Fourth Remove floor boards and
oil the
mechanism; also
the clutch and brake mechanism.
"Fifth Screw down grease cups on
the rear springs and see that the
spring bolt nuts are tight. Inspect the
differential housing for loose nuts or
bolts; examine the brakes nnd screw
down grease cups over brake shaft.
"Sixth Fill lamps If necessary; inspect the body bolts nnd fender belts;
fill all grease cups with good grade of
medium weight grease; keep the
wheel rims free from mud and sharp
edges; clean the body and fenders.
"Seventh Occasionally Jock up car
under frame; pry the spring leaves
apart with a heavy screwdriver and
lubricate between leaves with graphite
mixed in oil ; keep transmission case
s
and differential case
filled
with a good grade, medium gravity
grease.
"Eighth Occasionally drain oil from
crank case and then flush out crank
case by pouring gasoline or kerosene
through breather tubes. Every ten days
or so put two or three tablespoonfuls
of kerosene in each cylinder to cut
carbon and let stand over night If
ever a foreign or unfamiliar noise develops, satisfy yourself as to what it
Is; negligence of this may result disastrously."

MAKE EXHAUST

PIPE USEFUL

Motorcycle Sidecar Can Be Made
In Cold Weather by
Use of Small Tubing.

le

The motorcycle sidecar can be made
quite comfortable in winter If the exhaust Is extended nnd a coll placed In
the front of the car, writes Fritz M.
Meyer In Popular Science Monthly. It
requires only a piece of pipe or tubing that enn be easily bent into the
shape desired. The size will depend
on the exhaust opening. A pipe should

one-hal-

g

A Polishing Compound.
An excellent compound for polishing
the unpalnted metal parts of the cor
may be made by mixing soap and emery powder into a paste. This will remove any rust that may have formed
and will leave the surface smooth
without scratching.

Piping for Sidecar.
be secured with nn Inside diameter
the same as the outside diameter of
the exhaust. It Is then run to the front
of the car where It enters On the Inside It forms a coll, the end running
through the bottom to the outside.
HOMEMADE POLISH

FOR AUTO

Excellent Surface Can Be Secured by
Using Mixture of Boiled Linseed
Oil and Turpentine.
For furniture or automobile bodies
nn excellent polish can be made by
thinning down boiled linseed oil with
turpentine. This should be applied
sparingly to the clean surface with a
cloth and should be rubbed briskly
with a soft cloth or cotton waste.
It is best not to use body polish on a
cur until the gloss has become dull.
Another polish recommended by automobile experts is made from 1 irnl.
Ion of turpentine, 36 ounces of eltro- nena on, i pint or paratlin oil or light
cylinder oil and 1H ounces of oil of
oednr. When the finish on a enr has
become very dull the appearance can
be greatly Improved by rubbing with
a mixture of cylinder oil and kero
sene.
Watch Rim Bolts.
the heavy strain to
which bolts of demountable rims are
subjected, it is advisable to make frequent Inspections nnd see that all nuts
are kept tight If the threads of any
bolts are worn, put In new bolts, as
accidents occur
many unnecessary
through this neglect.
On account of

A Slow Charge.
At any time that a single cell of a
storage battery Is sulphated, or If the
gravity of the solution Is very much
below that of the other cells, it should
be cut out and given a slow charge
lndhidunlly until It Is brought to the
same condition as the others.

Time to Fix

It

the differential
case Indicates that the master bevel
gear Is out of true. A slight catch
A wearing sound In

occurring several times to each revolution of the drive wheels indicates a
chipped tooth in the drive-shapinion.
ft

New Filter Pump.
A filter pump has been made espethe First
One of the first ten cars In Oregon cially for the use of automobile tourIs still leading an active life, with Its ists. By means of this device. It Is
original one lung apparently as full of said that travelers can obtain better
power as ever. It Is estimated the car water from lakes and streams than la
One of

has covered 130,000 miles.
--

found in many, wells.

.
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VOTE REPUBLICAN

in the House of
Representatives, which convenes April 2, is
evenly divided between the two leading political parties, there was no such equality in
the popular votes by which those members
Whether computed on the
were chosen.
basis of total votes cast for Congressional candidates of the two parties, or total votes cast
for the successful candidates of the two parties, the plurality of votes is represented by Republicans.
The figures of the vote for Members of
Congress at the last election are, therefore, inThey show that
teresting and illuminating.
Republican candidates secured a plurality of
votes in twenty-si- x
states, the democrats in
twenty-twAccording to a list prepared
by the democratic clerk of the present democratic House, there were elected 215 each of
Democrats and Republicans in the next House.
One Republican and one Democrat have since
died.
Of those elected, the Republican States
contributed 193 Republicans and sixty Democrats; the Democratic States contributed 155
showDemocrats and twenty-tw- o
Republicans
ing that it is easier for a Democrat to be elected in a Republican State than for a Republican to be elected n a democratic state.
The whole numbir of Republican
otcs cast was 7,874,649; of Democratic Congressional votes the total was
a Republican plurality throughout
the country of 121,493
The 215 Republicans elected received
votes; the 215 successful Democrats
a Republican
4.057,176
plurality by
got
groups of 1,454, 253
It required 25,624 votes, on the average,
to elect a republican Congressman; while the
Democrats were elected with an average vote
of 18,870 votes a piece.
There arc twelve States where repressive
or unconstitutional laws bar the Republican
These States elected
voters from the polls.
106 members of Congress; the Republicans
elected five.
The 106 Democrats received
an avarage of 12,802 votes each; the five Republicans avaraged 19,207 votes a piece.
There were thirteen States which returned a solid Democratic Congressional delegation and ten States which were solidly Republican.
The sclid Democratic States elected
eighty-seve- n
Congressmen, the solid Republican States elected forty.
The solid Democratic States have a population of voting age numbering 4, 850,574;
the solid Republican States have a like imputaThe Democratic States
tion of 2,577,142.
cast, however, only 1,119,756 votes for the
Democrats whom they elected ;
eighty-seve- n
whereas the Republican States cast 989,654
whom the
Vote for the forty Congressmen
paty elected iri that group. In other words
it took 24,766 Republicans in the Republican
States to elect a Congressman whom 13,790
Democrats could elect in a Democratic State.
Handicapped by substantially a million votes
through the iniquitous election laws of the
Solid South, the Republican party nevertheless secured a plurality of more than a hundred
thousand votes for Congressmen throughout
the country and cast a million and a quarter
more votes for its 215 successful Congressional candidates than the 215 successful Democrats received.
With free and fair elections all over the
country, where would the Democratic party
land ?

Although membership

o.

al

The only bill passed by the late legislature relating to state lands was to increase
the first payment to 20 per cent instead of
Ft. Sumner Leader.
10 per cent as at present.
The editor of the Leader must have been
celebrating the creation of De Baca county
or some other momentus events when he wrote
the above. His readers would probably appreciate it if he would soler up long enough to
be able to distinguish the difference between
20 per cent and one 20th.
The bill referred to did not "increase"
it decreased the first payment from 20 per cent
to 5 per rent instead of 10 per cent as it was
before. Before the new law passed the first
payment was one ibth of the purchase price
it is now one 5th.
o
With fat lambs raging up to a fraction
less than 15 cents per pound on foot, and
wheat $3.29 per 100 pounds, the back to the
farm idea ought to be sproutng rapidly. And
there are those on the street of every town
and village in the country whose absence on
the farm would be a blessing in some thirteen
different ways;
o
Reports from every part of the state indicate that the farmers and many land holders .who are not farmers are preparing to put
in extensive acreages of crops this year. There
seems to be little doubt but what the prices
will continue to keep up to a point where anybody can make big money out of fanning. '

o
Automatic diplomacy is the kind that runs
itself if you just sit back and wait

FROM

Though the world acreage of wheat last
year in both hemispheres was much larger than
.usual, the total production is less as Argentine, Australia, and New Zealend the great
wheat countries south of the equator fell much
below estimates and 7.7 per cent below the
five year average.
The latest information
is that bread grains are quite short. The rice,
crop, however, is greater than usual; but the
white race is not a heavy consumer of rice.
Reports further indicate that Indian corn
and similar crops are below normal.
Of late
Indian corn and even the sorghum grains arey
being used

0

MUST HAVE BEEN CELEBRATING

EXCHANGE CLIPPINGS

By A. M, HOVE

COMPANY

PRANK STAPLIN

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
o

P.blUked by

Euro:.

extensively

for bread,

even in

On the whole the supply of grains
used for bread is really below normal at a
time when millions are fighting and other
millions entirely occupied in the manufacture
of war supplies and absolutely removed from
agricultural and allied industries.
At the same time the millions engaged in

war either directly or indirectly are also
heavy consumers of meats, fresh and cured.
The latest information on the supply of meat
animals in the world indicates a decrease. And
it may be taken for granted that the demand
for meats by
millions in Europe
will increase during 1917.
These conditions point a moral to the
New Mexico farmers and live stock growers.
There is golden opportunity to make more
money by growing more crops and increasing
the supply of cattle, sheep, goats, and hogs.
There are many thousand acres of new fertile land that may be planted to crops this
year. New Mexico had on January 1, 1917
according to government reports over a mil-

lion beef cattle, over three million sheep, but
only a hundred thousand hogs.
Increased production of field crops is
urgently needed to fatten steers, sheep, and
lambs at home.
These have in the past gone
to feed lots in other states, a state of affairs
inexcusable in a state that can grow feed crops
so advantageously as New Mexico.
Feeding
of cattle will also stimulate hog growing, an
industry much neglected in this state.
It is certainly a time to grow more feed
crops and conserve the cattle, sheep, and hogs.
It takes planning and
of course.
The bankers and business men have their part
to do to encourage greater production by the
fanners and stockmen and increased feeding
operations in New Mexico.
0

FARCICIAL

CIVIL SERVICE

As an illustration of the manner in which
Democracy supports the civil service law, we
command the following to the attention of
our readers:
"Whenever there is an appointment to be
made in the classficd service under this act
the appointing officer or power shall make requisition upon the commission for the names
of all eligible persons, specifying the. nature of
the position to be filled, and upon receipt of
such requisition the commission shall certify
the names of those persons standing seventy
ner cent or over from which list the erson
so certified shall be appointed."
The above quotation was inserted as an
amendment to a civi'i servile law under consideration in the U. S. senate. Under the provisions of this amendment, the names of all
persons who score seventy or tnore are submitted to the civil service board, which is democratic, and the board may choose inyone
from the list for the position that is desired
to be filled.
Certainly very few people would
score below seventy if they were trying for a
There is no merit in taking an exposition.
amination for a position where the fellow who
gets seventy is entitled to the same show for
the position as the fellow who scores ninety-nin- e
and one-ha- lf
or even one hundred. Better that we have no evil serv ice law at all than
to place young men and women in the position where they know that all they need to.
do is to compete for the seventy mark, instead
In their platform
of the one hundred mark.
last fall. Democracy pledged itself to the enactment of "an efficient and effective civil service law."
They are certainly omiting the efficiecy
end of it and the word "effective" in tl eir
pla'form must have had reference tD the effective way they would enact the law sj as to
protect Democratic office-seeker- s.
o

SOY BEAN OIL FROM JAPAN
o

News dispatches convey the information
in the month of March imports of soy
bean oil from Japan were valued at $2,800,-00- 0.
Thirty car loads of oil came in one
shipment, according to a report from SeatAnd yet, the soy bean thrives in every
tle.
state that will produce either corn or cotton,
and also in the portions of the Pacific Coast
states West of the Cascade Mountains. What
is the matter with some soy bean oil "Made in
America"? Will the new tariff commission
please tell us whether a little protection would
encourage production here and discourage imports from Japan?

that

The mining output of New Mexico, which was
a record breaker last year, promises to be anIt is likely,
other record breaker this year.
that the output of 1917 will be right close to
$50,000,000.
0

Judging by press dispatches, Secretary
of the' Navy Daniels is at last beginning to get
ready to commence preparedness operations.
'

o

Although this is not an hereditary government, it is getting to be pretty much of a one- family affair.

STATE EXCHANGES.

Senator Fall' Patriotism.
One of the most persistent critics
of President Wilson in Congress
during the past three years has been
ew men have been
Senator till.
moi; severe in their comments up- -'
on the policies of the President. That
he sh ju d come forward in the hour
of national crisis and declare his
undivided support of the president
and advocate powers in order to
meet the present international crisis
with the proper degree of firmness
is reassuring to all patriotic Americans.
It indicates that partisanship
will be put aside whenever the highest interests of the nation demand
such action and that the instances
of wavering support and active opposition to the president in such
a time will be inconsiderable and un
worthy of notice.
Senator Fall delivered an address
to the senate which showed him to
be a man of genuine patriotism. It
was a speech which expressed senti- iTinntt which everv natriotir Ameri- -

comedians, was "knocked silly" by
meeting a boy from another town,
was "driven crazy" seventeen times
by telephone pests, was "frozen
stiff three times by coot evening
air while out riding in a car, received
three calls from young men, each
of whom were "just the dearest boy
in the world,"
"died a laughing"
several times oversome girush se- ate
- fudge
. so much
.? that she

t'crets,
..i.i,j

u...,.aevenings, all of which you will have
to admit makes rather a strenuous
week's work for a de'icate young

lady. Quay County Timet.

OFFICIAL

STATE NEWS

Executive

and Judicial

No. 8 will reach Trinidad at 1 a. m.
and the C. & S. train will leave there
for Clayton and other Union county
points at 7:20. A wait of several
hours at Trinidad, for passengers go-- :
ing to Clayton or other points in
Union county, will be eliminated by
this readjustment.

struction engineer at the Elephant
Butte dam and later weal to Lake- wood, Eddy county, in connection
with reclamation work there,

Back To The Capitol,
Theodore Roualt, J., the new ttate
warden has moved the
game
office of that department back
to the Capitol Building and it now
prepared and organized for business.
Mr. Roualt has appointed
Edward
Vaeth, formerly connected with the
government reclamation service and
an experienced office executive at
his first assistant and Thomas G.
The Indi- Kain, second assistant.
cations are that Mr. Roualt will be
as game war- the
very much on
.:
- t - job
ucn
j auu mm
iic win give- mc iaic
a strictly business administration in

S. R., Tucomcari, N. M.)
legislature.
The new chattel mortcace law is
as follows:
Section 1.
That Section 2 of
Chapter 71 of the Session Laws of

1

Van Stone Bank Esamiaar.
Governor W. E. Lindsey
George H. Van Stone state bank
examiner to succeed Rufus Carter
on Thursday.
The appointment is
considered good by most all who
have expressed an opinion so far.
van stone is a native of Toledo.
Ohio, where he was born in 1872.
He was teller in the First National
Bank of Toledo, by which he was
employed for seven years, and came
to santa fe m vm. lie held a
number of important business positions and from 1913 to 1916 was
secretary of the chamber of com
merce and is the secretary of the
Santa Fe club.
At the first state
e ection he ran for corporation com- missioner as a nominee of the pro
gressive republicans and was elected
on the face of the returns, but a
contest for the position was decided
in favor of his
O. L.
opponent.
Owen.
Mr. Van Stone will take charge
of the office in a few days.

.l.

--

that department,
Frank Curr, Assistant
Frank Curry, son of

George Curry, has been named as- sistant secretary ot the cattle tan- itary board.

Naw Chattel Mortgaga Law
(State Record Can yoa send me a
copy of the new Chattel Mortgage
!aw which was passed by the last

1915,

relating to chattel mortgages,

be and the same is hereby amended
to as to read as follows:
"Sec. 2. That hereafter all chat- tel mortgages, conditional
sales,
s,
leases, purchase-lease- s,
or other instruments of writing hav- ing the effect of a mortgage or lien
or that
are
upon
property,
. .
.
. . ..
, personal'
..
.
. . .
intended 10 noia ine title in tnc
former owner, possesor or Bra tor
until the value or purchase price
is fully paid, shall be asknowledged
by the owner or mortgagor in the
same manner as conveyance affect
ing real estate, and the tame shall
be filed or recorded as hereinafter
The failure to so file or
requird.
record any such instrument in writing shall render the tame void at
to subsequent
mortgages in good
faith, purchasers for value without
notice, and subsequent judgment or
attaching creditors without notice:
and as against subsequent general
creditors without notice, such unrecorded instrument shall not be valid
until the same shall be duly filed or
recorded as hereinafter provided."
'

sale-lease-

11

Assistant Highway Engineer
can will applaud, and which might
L. J. Charles, formerly for a nump:I he rnmmpndpt! t
those few
ber of years with the United States
members of congress who to far
reclamation service, has been aphave failed to rise to 'the. demands
pointed assistant state highway en
of the present international situagineer by State Highway Engineer
tion. Among other things, Senator
He will have
james A. French.
Fall said:
charge of the work formerly handled
'While I have no reason personalby Junius W. Johnson who recently
ly t J entertain any feeling of friendMr. Charles was con- resigned.
ship tr th present occupant of the
White House, I have been as severe
M
tTtttVTTTtTTtTTtti
in my criticisms of him, of his acts,
or rather his failure to act, as any
man in the United States, I believe
that it is absolutely essential to
the salvation of this government now
Special
that some man who will act sha l
have the power to act in time of
emergency.
Wi'l Improve Rio Grande Service
I believe that it is necessary that
CHAVES
LINCOLN
we should
have laws which will As a result of conference between
R. T. McGraw, division superintenenable us to control spies from
De Graftenreid Sells Cattle.
The Capitan Mountaineer reports
countries who have now access to dent of the Denver & Rio Grande,
the intimate secrets of this govern- and Chairman Hugh Wi'liams, of the
De Graftenreid who has a a great deal of building by new
Joe
state corporation commission, passment for its national defense.
splendidly
appointed ranch near settlers in that part of the state.
believe congress should vest in the enger equipment on the Santa Fe michanan, has sold all of his cattle
branch of the Denver & Rio Grande
r t ..u t.:
executive department at this time ,.,;n
The farmers of the Nogal com.
.
ma idiiuca, j. j.
kin :
..1
.1!: ui juuThe commission (from
vyiiiiiiiji uycu.
absolute
li.F. i, 1r ';.,jp
arbitrary powers, and 1 askd
munity in this county have called
clllii
uvel
auiiiclitillK
the
lf
of
that
management
believe that without this government
1000 head of cows, while Ballard a meetincr for
March 31,
anil the perpetuity of our dem- - jroa() t0 consider the operation of has purchased
like 300 o organize a Farm Loan
something
omueiwceii
ocratic institutions are at stake.
.cal" way
Head 01 the yealing lienors. Mr. De
Tor that reason I am willing to1'? Fe and Antonito, but Mr. Mc Graftenreid will
continue to run his
vi,M o.tm.fhin.r nf mv nrrviniK rnn. ''"w eNplained that the addition o: sheep on the ranch.
The Masons of Capitan and viThe cattle
s,,ch a car to the passenger train which he
n
vietions with reference to
are beginning arrangements
said
be
cinity
are
of
to
disposes
I am willing to support him equipment would necessitate a heJp-no- t, of th .
power.
best gades of white face to organize a Masonic Lodge in
vcy
er
Embudo
over
""Kine
hill, and
I may say, as the leader of a
that prosperous and growing
result in considerable variety. Posy, ell News.
party who comes to the capitol and consequently
morc
operating expense something
seeks advice only from members of
COLFAX
his own party not that form of !'hat th present traffic did not
Potatoes va. ace HorRses.
" hls agreement to improve
nyI
am willing to support
but
Charlie White, the Little Creek race
. t.
t
1
enmnment.
nresent
the
the
nassenffpr
r
nun as mc urcoiucm ui mc i!.:,
"
horse
iimcu
'.
brought down 2100 lbs.
States in whom is vested the ex-- 1 request for a parlor car was with- - State Meeting Of Royal Neighbors. of Irishman,potatoes
week
this
and
he fourth tnnenia: meeting of 'he
.
,
..
I
ecutive authority and who stands be- - drawny mar.K.,or lnem:
Roval Neighbors was he:d last week
fore the people of the world as the
.
is a successful farmer, and
Tarl
There was a good at- Charlie
at Raton.
Bef? Vrowr
representative of this, great govern- - New
raises potatoes as one of his staple
Mexico bean growers will ask tendant and much interest.
To him I am will- mnit of ours.
e
He has put his
inn to vield authority, and I am con.?.rs f?r mire of a protective The annual election of state of- products.
Steamboat and the Colt, to the plow
in
view
fact
of
the
this
that
ficers
tariff,
follows:
as
resulted
willing to vest him with the power
where he thinks their services will
Oracle, Mrs. R. J. Sutcliffe of Ra- be more
to larry 11 uui. " ri. week four trainloads of beans from
necessary
profitable than on the race
and
valued
$1,000,000,
at
China,
Japan
ton.
Worth, Texas,
'eft San Francisco for the east to
Mrs. Anna B. Loosey, track. Capitan Mountaineer.
of Albuquerque.
compete witn It-If t ixew Mexico nean.
New Mexico's Shame.
New Chamber of Commerce.
hnrrd an t ha r ll
burn 1 f .A ..hK '
Mrs Ida O. At water, of Raton,
It is a great and lasting shame!
The second meeting of the
ur.A
New
from
Mexico
supreme
delegate,
that the great state of New Mexico twcnty-nin- e
Chamber of Commerce was
It is aN to the national meeting of the order
freight cars.
fourth in size in the U. S. didnt eRC,l that the
Chinese can raise
will as- - held at the court house Tuesday
.. j . j .... It: '.f;;.lo. N. Y.,21 which
have room enough to present the . .
night at which time the organizanext.
Mjv
. A elan k.HIa.iA
. fit
I'ershing medal, conferred on that
was perfected. Ira O. Wetmore
or tion
' e- ex, urate- meeting will
tminiUhrd soldi.-- hv
Mate V""f
.r""". " .
wns
chosen president and Geo. L,
.
i...-.
...
L6"'
llie
iM.K n
pvprnspc
ri' am that
vice- - president.
Ulrick
:
It has been
V,
cultivation, tne beans are ot a unha.l to be held in El Paso.
to secure the services of a
It is feared
p'anned
ifrinlv
hiph
grade.
I be
ANA
DONA
Oraphic is not criticising EI ,hat thc 0rient wi
who
devote
can
ki
his enthe New
secretary
Paso, but we are severely condemn- - Mevfco bean in(lllstry Hn,ess a high
tire time to the duties of such office.
ing Speaker Llewellyn and any other protective tariff shuts them out.
Bee Keepers' Association.
A board
man or men who are to blame for
of directors was electV.
N.
is
D.
J.
Walker
president,
of
the
whole
state
thus disgracing
F. W. Gurney, J.
as follows:
Disbarment Proceedings Dimied.
F. C ed,
is
vice
and
president,
Hopper
B. .French, O. Z. Finley, A. A. AnNew Mexico.
Tim ctit hnaril nf.ria. evaminerc n
secretary-treasurot ne derson
Kossynt,
.1J
Oemintr o' Columbus would have
w a .V7 a
and John A. Haley.
"
weepers ftssoc.auon reccni.v nr
.
1. ..
been 'triad
The board has been directed to
to have welcomed the UlUkCCUIIIKS iJ
'
11. r
0 U, .
ized at a meeting held al the make a canvass
crowd who came to witness the event, Krancis C. Wilsonjutui
of the town to deif Santa Fe, grow-o- r home of Mr. Bossyns. Dona Ana
we would have all been glad to inR
of the recent ,riai of the county produces large quantities of termine what financial aid can be
secured for the organization.
have gone to Las Cruces or Came, jbe sujt of Henry Dreyfus against
was
but to g0 outside the state was an the New Mexican Printing company, honey, and the new society
business
the
formed
further
to
indignity that no true New Mexican he-LunaSi It wag charged
M'KINLEY
at
of the bee owner. Las truue cai.eu upon to uear. ocin-- , f hat the
signal
respondent
ce
secretly
Republic.
1111
led with his hands to Dreyfus whi'e
vjiupiiiv.
May Racarrison Port Wlagate
the latter was under
EDDY
The Santa Fe railroad company
Scents Treachery in Dry Ranks
to the end that the answers
hat installed the apparatus at Win-ga- te
As will be seen by this issue the of the witness were made to depend
a. telegraph
station
for
To Raise Tomatoes.
.11. station
Prohibitionists of Otero county are upon the signals of the respondent.
.
,
..
,umica
i ;. .
mat
tnc
is
oeucTca
oiaica
found
.
same
the
At
time
earliest
board
the
.
posthe
v..
started
wi
.,,
at
!
Mr.
getting
uwiiasti
J.
v
win
u..
regarnson rt. 11government
In addition to the that "respondent's charge of malice 1.,
sible moment.
j
T
u.tur.eV P1?
countv organization we are informed and unworthv motives against thelbeen busy getting acquainted with ?at ' ,n.the neaJ
The re- Francis C. Wilson, was the farmer, about Artesia.
that there will be precinct organiza relator.
if
camp
army
?
training
unfounded
and
A
in
the opi- Iputation of the Lakewood tomato
wholly
tions, without party differences.
,s no atntioneit there
perusal of the precinct appointments nion of the board is deserving of has resulted in a greater demand for
as to committeemen,
however, by censure.
the product than there is acreage .
L5'000" Worth of Callnp Brlek.
Witnesses for Spicer were the trial to supply.
men of discernment, again emphaRather than to confine
"he New Mexico Fire Brick Co
sizes the fact that a cause may be judge, M. E. Mechcm, the court clerk, its business to the tomato produc- -,
Some com the sheriff, the interpreter, two bai tion about Lakewood the manage- - this week closed a contract with the
injured bv its friends.
mitteemen selected are good, while liffs, the court crier, members ot ment hai decided to enlarge its;Mese Verde Copper. Co. of Arizona
This is the for $35,000 worth of Gallup brick,
others will plav into the hands of the bar and others
operations this year.
It is hard For the relator the witnesses were reason why Mr. Crozier has been This is one o fthe largest contracts
the booze sympathizers.
for a man who deals fair himse'f Chaves Armijo, Miguel A. Otero, Jr., spending so much time in Artesia 'ever let by a brick company in this
be encouraged part of the state. The Gallup make
else guilty of and other Santa Feans interested in Mr. Crozier ought
to be'ieve anyone
The chief rea- - brick are becoming very popular
in this venture.
treachery, and this will weaken the the trial. The board of bar examiners
cause as confidential plans will find consists of Attorneys W. J. Lucas ion for this, being more for the throughout the west and southwest
if Las Vegas. M. E. Hickey of
farmer's lenefit than anyone else, and they are beginning to crowd
their way to booze headquarters,
Tribune will assist the county buquerque, and Ira L. Grimshaw of is. that the tomato is an excellent others out.
Of course the Artesia j
CASH crop
chairman, Mr.'York, to the extent Santa Fe.
farrrer knows nothing of tomato
of its influence, but we bee to be'
QUAY
oo
A Big Filing Fee.
excused from making a confident of
growing on a large scale nor
manaThe. handsome fi ing fee of $4,860lthey know anything of the
of the names we see in the
some
New Produce
. - x
:
.
.L
TrArra
.1
J
If
uuv -- nr.
" gement of the Lakewood factory. Let H. H. Scholz andCompany.
aiau wds pmuJ k..
lllis wcchj anu
vy mc Dk.U.
list puunsneu
iicipa
Frank, Payne
seseveral that will not doubt be
poration to the state corporation
We be- - commission this week for the
lected as precinct officers.
that, despite the injury from vilege of changing its charter in four
One of the changes is
within the dry ranks, the cause of 'particulars.
Prohibition will triumph next fall. that in name from the Copper Queen
Consolidated
company to Phelps- Tularosa Tribune.
country produce.
Dodge Corporation : the second is when if rnmes time to disoose
.the increase of capitalization from the croo Exchange Bulletin.
Work ef The Legislature
MIGUEL
SAN
The legislature has adjourned and ,?Z.000.O00 to $50,00U.0UU; the third
GRANT
placed upon our statute books creases the par value of each share
from $10 to $100; and the fourth,
some excellent laws.
New Mexico Debates Win
While there were not a large num- - increases the directors from seven
The debating team of the University
Contracts.
Cattle
Imnortant
is
a
New
The
did
nine.
those
'to
that
laws
company
of
ber
won Jrom the Unl- passed,
Mexico
.
Steer shipments from 'Lordsburg of New
f
succeed were badly needed and of i York corporations at Bisbee and
.ast Cpacuru- -,
Keaianos
oi
in
vers.ty
be
will
imrimr
the
largest
a most praiseworty kind.
.Douglas, Ariz., and Tyrone. N. M., thi.
this
"ignt
of
cattle
the
Waee.laand "T M Sundt, who
history
raising
The legislature was the first to its New Mexico headquarters being
vicinity according to the present out'
have the support and backing of a Fierro, Grant county.
the University of New
represented
look.
side of
Republican governor tince statenooa
Mexico,: argued r the negative
contracts
week
the
A
.,,
past
New
L,,.-was achived.
. During
.
Among the laws pas-- ;
,
. Incorporations,
I II - nursi un
1
.1
muvi ,v.n.u..
aiiiitu
V.t.nH.
oeen
nave
oosca
.1
also
win
the
bet
reso'.ution
,
sed was a
,
Incorporation papers
in M;xica
submitting
The vote of the iuHget
in favor of Walker
one
proposition of prohibition to the filed by the Burro Gr.ndeCopper
c
w
11
ramranypn
i. z
jn.uni.uinj a iiiiniia va svhuiiii
voter of the state.
AiiAtnpr rrar. rmnninv
' '
head for yearling steera.
- Ulrr liwu hAirJ n A f rtt mr!f tt tri9rl . 1 ASf
The incor-MMr antMr M.
(
closed
has
of
Cook
Wilcox, Ariz.,
w J St
the building and maintainance of a porators and directors are to be: T.- Mr.
for
and
$35.00
steers
Silt $32.00 for
that W. Carter and C C Royal, of
system of highways in our statedevel- ver City; A. W. Pol'ard, of Deming,
will mean a great deal to the
Naw Road Machine n Sacest
earlier in the season at $33,
dosed
of
E.
Another law and J.
or.ment of the ttate.
Smithers,
Albuquerque,
The New road making machine and
00.
of
chances the system
buying ttate
El Camino road
Some of the local outfits ron- - auto working onFe and
Lack of Clerical Help,
land so that it is more favorable,
Lai Vegai
XT Cattle between Santa
were:
week
this
Cruces
Las
there
The
that
laws
tracting
fiiiall
Other
the
reports
to
.
purchaser.
Some teven mi!ei
marvei
r7" !,
created two new counties that were are over fourteen hundred 640 home-badl- y
been surfaced with stone the
st
Taken all in all the 'stead applications held in that
needed.
week at less cost and troble
nast
Ful
Chas.
Brock.
I.
Bros..
C
Writrht
legislature was the most sue- - fice for lack of sufficient clerical
than it formerly took to cover one
cessful session of the law making help to make the necessary entries ler. Harper Bros., W. D. McKeehan mile. "The stone is crashed bv reLiberal
and
others.
on
Lordsburg
their way to
bodies ever he'd in the state. Union and ttart them
volving wheels, is lifted to the bin
A similar condition
County took little or no part in it's , Washington.
above a mesh through which the
School
Far
Boys.
Cooking
offices
the
land
of
exist
in
of
class
most
account
On
of the
deliberation!
size and
Silver City Normal school hat open- rock is sorted according to
ot men tnai were eieciea to inn tnc rvcei.
on
emptied i automatically
and the then
for
.
. i.
class
...
.
.
ed
a
boys
cooking
Sun.
important position. Mosquero
nnge true a wnicn taxes it to '
Uni.n.
poys are delighted. The course aunt K,ZZl tft "he surfaced, the emptying
. tit ill el Ihl corpora- to Rive me uoyi practical ........hs
Sean StiettaeM GUI
that the AT" it
.j"
.
. na. th. Vutra Fe and in the preparation of tnch foods at devce e'n?
It ronlt take the p. ins
sur
over the road
distibuted
evenly
on
lean
be
.
tript,
prepared
camping
into and jot; down the things that Co'orado ft Southern managements
face as the into proceeds,
instruction
include
will
and
it
alto
a
nave
school
wide
arrange tor ciosc connection
itl
with
'the
auM
happen to the average "big"
heaw
and
week, taking between Santa Fe train No. 8 and C in carving meats and poultry, servgirl in the course of
rimmed wheelt packt the rock, 'ear
etiquette and
her own word for it. youH find ft S. train No. 8 at Trinidad, Colo, lessons in table
ing the tttrfaee smooth and level
roost
will
course
The
likely
establish
will
be
ing.
connection
and
this
died"
heat
from
the
the
"simply
that
e
in the F.ngineer French will install teveral
permanent-featuref- - become
cards
new
into
ed
when
"tickled
time
six
go
movies
wat
the
timet,
at
Continued oti pa eight.) .
to death" teveral timet by thc movie left next month. Santa Fe train home economics department
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There are no improvements oa this are no improvements oa thtt land.
. Sale No. 846, Wvj, SEM. WKNEM
Sac. t.
Sale No. 640, SWMSEM Sec 33, T. UN, Lota 1, 2, 3, 4. I. 6. 7. C 9
11? Ui !W
586, Bfi Sec 25, T. UN., R. R. 3tE., containing
4$ acrea.
There are NEM Sec 18, Lota 3, 4 Sec. 17, Lots I. i,
value $900.
The improve. no improvementa oa thia land.
J4E., containing 320 acrea.
1, U Sec 19, T. IN., R. 21E
frncin.,No.
coniaming
R. mrnta on thia land consist of fencing,
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Sale No. 641, NWMSEM, N EMSWjd Sec 1,095.33 acrea.
Sale
670, All of Sec 16, T. 5N
The improvementa on
S.
T. JIN., R. 37E., containing 80 acrea. land consist of
The Improve- value $125.
33E., containing 640 acrea.
value $150.
(rutin,
Sale No. 587, EviNWjd, NEUSWU Sec There are no improvementa on thia land.
menta on thia land conaiat of fencing and
CHAVES COUNTY.
Sale No. 54. SWM Sec 12, T. 8N
R,
I. T. 21N., R. 35E. containing
Sale No. 642. lxt I Sec 20 T. 32N., R. 24E
acrea.
plowing, value $1700.
containing InO acrea. The improva-aaent- a
Sale No. 671, All of See. 36, T. IN., R, There are no improvementa on thia land. 29E., containing 54.90 acrea. There are no
Hflce ef the Commissioner of Pnblic Lands,
land conaiat of leafing,
on
thia
Sale No.
SEMNWM, SEM improvementa on this land.
. W, 33E., containing (40 acrea. There are no
Santa re, New Mexico, January
value $15.
See. 2,
SWXNFli,
Sale No. 643. NVjNWM Sec. 26, T. J2N
on thia land.
SEUNVVi, NitfWM.
Sale No. 548, WM See. 21, T. N., R 34E
Notice la hereby given that pursuant to improvementa
SWMNWMT SWM. WM R. 34E
No bid on the above described tracta of
containing 80 acrea. there are
and plowing,
value
windmill,
ne mprovemenis on
01
feaciag
ne
an
01
OPINION BY SUPREME
Act
op
congress,
provisions
cpma.n.ng .a acres.
no imnrovementa on thi. land.
'
accented for leaa than $10
$2274.00.
droved Jui' 30, 1910. the laws of the State land will be
lano consist oi trneing, value iia.
. mia
aa
Kiisww
n
e..
nwutwu
.i
fa
which
the
value
15
Sale No. m, All of Sections
appraiaed
and tt new Mexico ana tne Twee ana re pe racre,
No. S49. SWUSWU
Sale
gtc H T.
COURT IN KEEPERS CASE
R?
I
See. 26. TV 32N
2J,
naddition thereto the suc- it, n yin c.M), svrwjivrM aec
annr
34K.,
SEjaNEM
36, T.
40 acrea. There are no
N, R. 36 E., containing 12S0 arrea. filiations erf the State Land Office, the thereof. An
160 aerea.
There are no itnnrnvc R. 26E.. eontainina
The improvesaeat on the above described 'Jommisnonrr of Pnblic Landa will offer cessful Udder must pay for the improve-ment- a NEW Sec. 15. T. 21N.. R. 35 E.. All ol containing
on
this
land.
improvements
on
land.
thia
menta
that exist oa the land.
tract ef land consist of fencing, value tt Public Sale to the Highest attdoer at
Sale
No.
Section
NWM
550,
It,
The opinion of Mr. Justice Mc-Ken- $1675.00.
e. 36, T 22N.
. 35E., containing 2400
The sale of the above land will be
Sale No. 645. SEMSWM.
SV4SEM
10
Sec f.
R.
16$
A. M on Thursday, April 19th.
10N.,
26E.,
containing
terms and condi acrea.
ine imnrovementa on tnia land
of the U. S. Supreme court, No bid on the above described tracta 1917,o'clock,
on
acres.
The
in the town of Koswell, County of subject to theThefollowing
land
this
improvements
aucceaaful bidder must conaist of fencing, value $473.
in the case of the State of New of land vill be accepted for less $5.00 "haves, State of New Mexico, in front of tiona,to viit Commissioner
conaiat of well, windmill and
tracing,
aie no. sm. NWjsj Sec. 24, T. TIN., K.
of Public Lands.
nav
the
acre, which is tne appraised value he court house therein, the following
SEl. contalnina IfiO acrea.
The imnrove. 32N., R. 34E., Lots 2, 3, 4, SEMNWM, SM value $400.00.
Mexico, plaintiff, vs. Franklin K. per
h
m
or hia agent holjing such Bale,
And in
thereof.
addition thereto the
tt
ir,t nnuvii vwucvw
of land, visi
ci.
tracta
on
menta
this
land
of
conaist
onerea
tor
py
tne
fencing,
oi
aim
tae
SWMSKM
Sec.
NEM.
R.
Lane, secretary of the interior of successful bidder must pay for the imT.
31,
351,
32N.,
Sec. 15, SWM. WKSEM Sec W, T. t0C
lanaj
price
Sale Nol 674, SEUSWtf Sec. t, MM, SEX 4 per cent
1612.33 acrea.
intenat in advance of each 'aiue nun.
The improvement R. 26E., containing 680 acrea. The improvethat exist on the land.
the United States, and Cay Taltman, provements
No 590. SWUSWW Sec 18. T. 21N.. containing
Wc 1. NE), NHNWiTSee. 17, NJ4 Sec. purchase
on tnia land
No. 730, All of Sec. 36, T. J N
consist oi lencing, valae menta on thia land consist of house, barn,
price; the feea for advertising R.Sale
All
R.
of
T.
All
See.
commissioner ef the general land R.Sale
of
36E..
J9.59
IS,
acrea.
.are
21,
containina
There
4S,
E,
and
and
all
incidental
imcoata
640
The
acres.
II E., containing
appraisement
and feaciag, valae
corrals, shed, well
SEMSWM Sec 31. T. to the
27, SWMSEvi,
aale
and each and all of no Improvement on thia laad.
office, in the famous Keeper coal provements on the above described tract Sec
646.
No.
Sale
SS Section. 7. ATI $1491
R. 27E
The said amounts herein,
Sale No. 591, El, NWM, NMSWM Sec
containing 2444.4S acre. feac-nmuat be deooaited in cash
barn, tanks, piping IS,
of Section 9,
land case of Gallup, has been re- of land conaist of 716.50.
All of Section 16,
Sale No. 552, SEMSWM Sec 9, T. MN., i.
EM
H,
22N
T.
R.
of
560
on
thia
land
consist
acrea.
29E.,
or certified exchange at the time of aale,
containing
and fencing, value
No bid on mprovemente$150.
ceived by officials of the state land the
The improvements on this land consist atuWU Sec. 17. NU. SEU 4ee. IX. KM. 26E., containing 40 acres. There are ao let
value
and which aaid amounta and all of taeaa of
above described tract of land will be
NEM Sec. 19, All of Seca. 20, 21, 28, EHEM provementa on this Isnd.
fencing, value $75.
are aubject to loneiture to the State of
office.
Sale No. 67S. NWtf Sec. i. NM. Lota
accepted for less than $30.00 per acre,
Sale No. 553, SEMNEM. NEMSEM Sec. 6,
Sale
No.
592,
Sec. 15. T. 22N sec. cf, vy Yi,
jil ah oi sec
New Mexico if the aucceaaful
bidder does
See. a. SVC. Lota 1. 2 Sec. 7. WV4SW
The opinion does not go deeply which ia the appraised value thereof. And
SS4 WJ4SWM. SWMSEM Sec. 5, T. 11N., R. 2SE,
NM. NEMSWW.
R. 30E., containing 80 acrea. There are 31, T. 22N.. R. 2"E
a
within
dava
not
contract
execute
thirty
thereto the successful Udder
NMSEM.
SWMSEM
See.
SM
SWM,
R. 25E., contain
iml it ie i "mustaddition tor
Sec. 22, T. 12N
NM,
i,
EMWM
... . th.
... ..........
m.rir. "f th. r.
no
on
thia
land.
M4SWJ4
improvementa
Sec. 14, T. after it haa been mailed to him by the
the improvementa
that ec 12, NEji'NWU.
pay
sy, sec. i, Lots i, i, vn-s-, wnsia, bt)4 ing 360 acres. There are no improvement
No. 593, NSWM Sec 29, T. 22N
exist on the land.
iano umce. eaia contract to pro- R:Sale
nui rcgsiucu au caiauiiaimig a yi
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"Will It always be Sidney?"
"I'll tell you where I live, and "
They did not speak lieyond their
"I'm afraid It will always be Sidney.'
"I know whero you llv."
greeting, until lie hud gone over the
"Will you come to see me there? We
record. Then: "We can't talk hern.
I want lo talk to you, K."
j
CHAPTER XXV.
may he utile to think of something."
He led the way Into the corridor. It
"What is there to think of? This
was very dim. i'ar nway was the night story will follow me wherever I gol
Johnny Rosenfeld was dead. All of
nurse's desk, with its lamp. Its unnunct I've tried twice for a diploma uud K.'s skill bud not sufliced to save him.
The operutlon had been a marvel, but
ator, Its pile of records. The passage failed. What's the use?"
Hour rellected the Ik'ht on glistening
strength fulled
lint hi the end he prevailed on her to the boy's
hoards,
promise not to leuve the city until she ut the last. K set of face, stayed with
GROWTH OF IMPROVED ROADS
"I have heen thinking until I am al hud seen him again. It was not until him to the end. The boy did not know
most crazy, K. And now I know how she had gone, a straight figure with he wus going. He roused from the
LIFE TO CITY Mileage of Surfaced Highways Has
it happened. It was Joe.'
haunted eyes, that he rellected whim- coma and smiled up at Le Moyne,
Been Increasing at Rate of
"l ve got a hunch that I can move
"The principal thing Is, not how It sically that once again he had defeated
16,000 Miles Yearly.
Does Not Encour
Which
"Look
and
he
said.
my
Is
ho
Community
to
that
hut
foot,"
right
own
going
for
get
his
happened,
flight,
pluns
and
Individuals
of
Growth
see."
age
to
back
well,
Joe
her
Rinehart
letter
Sidney."
Sidney brought
Mary Roberts
Rapid Increase in total expendiK. lifted the light covering.
Industries Cannot Thrive.
She stood looking down, twisting her to K. She was Hushed with the effort
tures for roads and bridges, growth
"Y'ou're
old
man.
It's
her
moving,
around
new
right,
linger,
a
excitement.
and with
'MMMMMMMMMMtM' ring"Is Joe In any danger?"
"Hruke foot, clutch foot," sold Johnny,
Speaking before the gathering of of building and maintenance activities
"The most remarkable tiling has
V.o(iyriilil, by AlcClure fukUcaUurm, Inc.)
supervision, and a sharp
"We are going to get lit m nway to- happened. What u day this has heen and closed his eyes again. K. bud for- - business men of Baltimore at a ban under state
decrease In the proportion of contribuM.
Tildden
Schwab
Charles
In
his
outward
the
white
that
Culm.
Ue'll
to
to
honor,
He
quet
wants
CHAPTER XXIII Continued.
screens,
go
night.
Somebody has sent Johnny itoseiifeld a
tions In the form of statute labor
"
18
.
get off safely, I think."
lot of money.
The wurd nurse wants symbol of death. Time enough for said : Mo large Industry can thrive In mark the
development of highway
no
unless
It
the
a
So
them
had
good
ward
the
later.
"I in you have to wnlk lis fust us
in nwny
enjoys
"We are going to get
community
suy
you to come buck."
work In the United States during the
You are, you mean. You shoulder al
this?"
The ward hud settled for the night. plclon, nor had the boy. The wurj will and the support of that commu
These facts are
past 12 years.
"I nlil I wns In u hurry. Once a our troubles, K., us If they were your The
beds of the daytime passed In review. It was Sunduy, ant) nity."
That statement Is as true of the brought out by statistics for the calweek I net off ii little curly to go to own."
were chaotic now, torn upurt by toss- from the chapel, fur below cunie tht
AN EYE TO BUSINESS.
small Industry as of the large indus endar year 1915, recently compiled by
"I?" lie was genuinely surprised. ing figures. The night wus hot and an
the hospital. The ItosinlVlil ny "
enoffice
of
ronds
and
rural
the
public
individual
I
of
You
see.
the
In
and
is
true
mean
"Oh.
hut
it
my part
try,
The monstrous Injustice of the thing
electric fun hummed In a fur corner.
"I got a pain In my neck from lookgineering of the department
business man as well.
overcame her. I'aliner anil she walk- getting Joe off Is pracllcally nothing Under Its sporadic breezes, us It
ing up so long yesterday while you
in
The
roads
total
of
stateIn
length
public
a
As
of
And
matter
the
has
there
is
also
truth
Schwltter
fact,
put turned, the wurd wus trying to sleep.
were
ing alioul. nnil the hoy lying on his hot
about," said the county fair
ment that the community cannot the 'United States outside the limits rlsltor.flying
up the money, My total capital In the
bed She choked.
Itoseufeld wus not usleep.
Johnny
towns
was
of
and
cities
incorporated
lndi
not
world, lifter paying for the machine An Jucredldle
thrive which does
give to the
"Well?"
"You did, eh?" replied the profes-ilonthiug hud happened to
viduuls and to the small Industries as about 2,452,000 miles on January 1,
"He worries nhoiit his mother. If today, is seven dollars."
him. A fortune luy under his pillow,
aviator. "I carry as a side line
1016.
Of
about
277,000
"You
this,
miles,
"Y'ou, of course," said she.
well as to the large Industries situ
lie wus sure it was there, for ever
yon coulil give her some money, It
Doctor Jigger's Eureka liniment, the
11.3
or
were
with
to
cent,
Max
find
h!
per
Improved
and save lit don't look like since it came his hot hand had clutched
ated therein every encouragement
would hcli."
some form of surfacing.
The mile freatest preparation of Its kind. The
Y'ou did, didn't you? And you
growth and expansion.
It.
"Money! I paid Ills hoard for two lhat!
roads
of
surfaced
been in price is $1 a bottle. Rub a few drops
has
gel Joe away, harrowing money to send
Is the life of the city. age
months In the hospital."
He was quite sure that somehow or
n the bock of your neck and the pain
the
rate
of
at
about
16,000 a
Without It there can be no city In the creasing
When she did acknowledge this gen- him."
other K. had had a hand In it. When
and in 1015 approximately one-ha- will disappear in a jiffy."
He looked uncomfortable, almost
year,
an
be
sense.
There
aggret
true
domay
to
was
bewil
the
he disclaimed It,
boy
erosity ainonnling
of this increase was made under
gation of houses, of businesses and ot
dered.
llarsIds Irritation grew. Her silence guilty.
LIKE LOTS OF US.
"When I look back and remember
old
was nil accusation. She was too calm
what she
people but that does not make a city the supervision of state highway de "It'll buy the
lady
deIn
how
addition
these
all
talkheen
these
I've
months
partments.
we
It
the
know
as
cold.
too
Where
today.
Ills
city
he
In
said,
wants for the house, anyhow,"
presence,
The true city of the twentieth cenhad pleased his pride lo think that he ing about service, and you said noth- "Hut I hope nobody's took up a collecat
were
all
and
the
time
all,
ing
you
Is a place of schools, a place ot
tin?
that
he
I
found
no
don't want
had given her up,
tury
tion for me.
charity."
living what I preached I'm so
churches, a place of wide and wellMr. Howe sent it."
.shoe was on he othei fool.
"Maybe
"You cun bet your last match he
At the entrance to i side street she ashamed, K."
paved streets, a place of playgrounds
He would not allow that.
It dis- didn't."
und of parks, a place of beauty and a
Ktoppeil.
tressed him. She saw Unit, and tried
In some unknown way the news had
"I turn off here."
place of culture.
id
It Is as well a place where every
reached the ward that jonnuy s menu,
"May I come and si you sometime?"
"Win
does Joe go?"
man who Is doing his share for the
Mr. I.e Moyne, wns a great surgeon.
".No, please."
"Toni irht. I'm to lake him across the
mutual welfare Is receiving his shore
'Thai's Hat, is it?"
Johnny had rejected It scornfully.
country to the railroad. I was won- of the credit and the profit; where the
on his
r."
Hut
seized
"II is, I'al
hud
tiie
story
"
new Industry is given local support in
lie swung around savagely and left deling
imagination.
"Yes?"
the period when that Is needed and
Inr.
"Say, Mr. I.e Moyne."
If
"I'd
dctter
Then
first.
you
explain
still receives that support when It
"Yes, Jack."
The next day he drew over a thouI
are
to
send
him
a
think
line,
willing
reaches prosperous maturity; where
lie called hlni "Jack." The boy liked
sand dollars from (he hank. A good
it
would
in
He
a
saw girl
white It. It savored of man to num. After
the farmer who brings In the product
many of his dehls he wanted to pay in the carhelp.
and thought it was you, of all, lie was a man, or almost. Hilda t
of his labor may be sure of a market
in cash; there was no use 'fuming
nt a price that Is fair and just ; where
Concrete Culvert
checks through, with Incriminating in- course, t'arlotta was taken ill. And he driven a car? Didn t he huve n
the stranger receives every considera
dorsements:. Also, lie liked the Idea Srhwittor and and Wilson took her state license?
partraents supervised the maintenance
tion und Is not robbed.
I'hey say that you're a surgeon ;
of carrying a roll of money around. upstairs to a room."
"I io yon believe that, K. ?"
i' k
imr.
that you operated ou Doctor Wilson
In short, the true city Is a place of nearly 52,000 miles of main and
The lag follows at the clubs always
"I do. lie saw .Max coming out and and saved his life.
roads.
where people can live In happiness and trunk-lin- e
had a wad ami peeled off hills like skill
They say that
The increase in expenditures for
Indioff an onion,
lie took a couple of misunderstood, lie tired at him then." you're the king pin where you came Poor Girl!" He Said. "Poor Chris- - contentment, secure In the enjoyment
We approached a
"He did It for mo. I feel very guilty, from." He eyed K. wistfully. "I know
tine!"
of pleusant homes, loyal friends and road and bridge work in the United vidual ou the street corner.
drinks to celchrate his approaching
If
to
It
comes
as
me.
K.,
all
I'll
hack
from
has
been
States
a
and
If
it's
true
Don't
hut
it's
conditions
approximately
.
.
lie,
you faint singing of u hymn. When Johnny prosperous business
immunity from debt. .
"Prosperity," we observed, consolingllilnk you could do something for me,
It is $80,000,000 per year in 1004 to about ly, "has ruined many a man."
At nine o'clock Unit night he found wrile to iiim, of course, I'oor Joe!"
he did not open his eyes. without the spirit of
spoke
again
toHe
her
hall
watched
the
down
of
an
in
increase
go
sir?"
1915,
$282,000,000
to
exist.
She Iiiii moved to n cheap
tlrace.
like to see it ruin me,"
"Well, I'd
"You're some operator, Mr. Le Moyne. impossible for a city long
more than 250 per cent. The expend- he answered just
When K. did not reply at once, he
which she shared Willi wo ward ihe night nurse's desk. Then he
ii I in r
I'll put in u word for you whenever I
boastfully.
hack
Into
room.
went
the
same
iture
of
state
funds
this
launched into an explanation.
quiet
during
oilier girls from the store. The others
I'ercelvlnir the uselessness of our
SCHOOL GARDENING NOT FAD
get a chance."
He stood by the bedside, looking
"I've been lying here u good while. I
period increased from about $2,550,000 sympathy, we discreetly withdrew.
Mere out. Il was his lucky day, surely.
"Yes, put in a word for nie," said K.
down.
Wilson
was
In
more
to
than $53,000,000.
addition,
breathing quietly; didn't say much because I knew I'd
His drunkenness was of the mind,
Tendency in Some Quarters Not to more than $27,000,000 of local funds
his color was
up, as he rallied have to take a chance. Either I'd pull huskily.
Domestic Economy.
He felt that Johnny would bo a good
mostly. His muscles were well con- from the shock.coining
New Development SeriousRegard
now
In
was
mind
K.'s
was spent under state supervision In
through or I wouldn't, and the odds mediator that whutever he, K had
trolled. The lines from his nose to Hie
"After all," said the extravagant
Is Decried.
ly
one
him
to
through were well, I didn't say much. The done of
thought
bring
1915, bringing the total road and wife, "it certainly pays to buy the
corners of his mouth were slightly ac- just
omission or commission,
bridge expenditures managed by the best."
centuated, his eyes open a trille wider for Sidney, ami then to go away. He ild lady's had a lot of trouble. Hut Johnny's voice before the Tribunal
of
education
of
bureau
federal
The
states to $80,415,099. This amount is
than usual. That and a slight pale- might follow Joe to Cuba. There were now, with tills under my pillow for her, would count.
"Oh, It does, eh?" sneered the
the department of the Interior has Isrhancis there. He could do sanitation I ve got a right to usk. I'll take u
grenter than the total expenditures for
ness of the nostrils were tl
lily eviIn Eleof
on
close
freightpayer of the combinawas
his
a
the
sued
edge
"Gardening
Johnny
pamphlet,
roads and bridges from all sources In tion.
.mice, if you will."
dences of his coialll ion. I'.ui Grace work, or lie might try the canal.
covers
comwhich
that
and
long
Schools,"
very
by
time,
City
mentary
sleep
The Street would go on working out
"It's only a chance, Jack,"
Knew the signs.
"Of course It does," she replied.
fortable. It was K. who, seeing he the progress and prospects of school 1904.
Its own salvation, lie would have to
"I know that.
Hut lie here and would no
An Increase In the uses of better and "Just look at this gown that I paid
"You can't come In."
longer notice, ordered the gardening. The testimony, presented more
of
think
for
the
Itosenl'elds.
watch
Is
off
these
soaks
also
something
of
ronds
street.
the
Old,
In."
I'm
expensive types
coming
$300 for. I've worn It three times alscreens to be set around the bed, K. by school officials from cities of more
"(f course
She retreated before him, her eyes And lie was worried about Christine, i lot of them, and gettin' well to go who drew the coverings smooth and than 5.000 population In all ports of shown by the recently compiled statis- ready and it looks as good ns" new."
Mr. Le Moyue,
Men in his condition were lint there again, perhaps, it would he nit ami starve, and
vnlohful.
folded the boy's huuds over his breast. the country Indicates that while gar- tics. This development has been due,
belter if lie fVnt away. Christine's they can walk, and I can't."
In
Just a Way They Have.
lipt to he as quirk with a hlow as with
den work is offered In the schools of in large part, to the great increase
The nurse stood by uncertainly.
K. drew a long breath.
is estimated
automobile traffic.
He hud
It
n caress. Hut, having gained his point, story would have to work Itself out.
enthuOh, woman, woman, you are queer.
nnd
hundred
cities
Wus
about
four
an
it
"How
he
is!
very
young
were
tied.
Ills
hands
"I'd
better
now
two
get
now
on.
and
he must go
As poets have oftime sung;
there are
I'uith
started,
approximately
lie was niihahle.
siastically praised by the school off- that
savin himself or uo faith, lie must go on. accident?"
Though you can hold a baby, dear.
million automobiles In
";et your things on and come out. away from here," he told himself
"It wus the result of a man's damn- icials of these' cities, there is still a ten- and
You cannot hold your tongue.
or
agely.
Life, that had loosed its hold on him
We can take in a
able folly," said K. grimly. "Somebody dency In some quarters to regard It use of the roads of the country,
Someone
entered the room. He for a time, had found him uguin.
' I've told you I'm not doing that sort
one car for every mile of road. This
fad.
educational
as
another
merely
ulwuys puys."
Pleasing Him.
1 11 go over you
thought II was Sidney and turned with
curefully tomorrow,
of thing."
This It certainly Is not. The United present motor traffic Is in excess of
And so Johnny Hosenfeld puid.
"The Jlbways next door are playing
12 years ago.
sorts
of
all
traffic
He was less steady than lie had heen. the light In his eyes that was only for Jack. I'll tell you your chances honIs
an
still
agricultural country,
a grand opera selection on their phonoThe immediate result of his death States
The cash road and bridge expendi
estly."
Tile heat of the little Hat drought more her. It was Carlotta.
K who had guined some of and the teaching of gardening brings
graph."
She was not In uniform. She wore a
"I have n thousand dollars. What was that
United
of
States
the
tures
Mood to his head. He wavered as he
averaged
one
to
the
closer
his fulth In himself on seeing Wilson the schools at
point
"Yes, a Wagnerian piece. The next
dark skirt and white waist and her ever you charge "
In
roads
of
mile
rural
j
$28
stood Just inside the door.
per
only
on the way to recovery, was beset by real business of the country than anyselection will probably be something
'
high heels tapped as she crossed the
"I'll take It out of my bourd bill In
had
1915
1904.
this
In
grown
"Y'ou must go hack to your wife."
average
a
his old doubts. And now came a ques- thing else taught, says the Indianapocomposer."
the new house I"
to $109 per mile. New Jersey led all by"Areragtimecertain?"
"She doesn't want me. She's in love room. She came directly to hlni.
auswer. lis News.
you
"lie is better. Isn't he?"
At four o'clock that morning K. got tion that demanded Immediate
In
1904
in
1915,
both
and
other
with a fellow at the house."
states,
course there must be some
"Quite. The Jibway girls think e
"lie Is rallying. Of course it will be buck from seeing Joe off. The trip Wilson would he out of commission for But ofabout
"I'lllmer, hush !"
teaching gardening. The with $221 and $475 per mile, respec- lot of their old father."
several months, probably. He was system
made
the
least
Nevada
expendi"I only want to take you out for n a day or two before we are quite sure." laid been without accident.
And be wanted K. natural desire for a garden must be tively.
She stood looking down at Wilson's
Over Sidney's letter Joe had shed a gaining, but slowly.
time. I've got money. Look
good
cultivated and conserved, so that the ture in both years $3.72 per mile In
to take over his work.
Is It Coming to This?
figure.
or
shamefaced
two.
tear
quiet
And
!"
here
during
transition from piny to work con be 1904 and $17 per mile in 1915.
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MOST POTENT OF WEAPONS the educators. Many cities have com- COUNTY IS BUVlNG TROUBLE are you all waiting for? Why don't
vide. She had never known, him to that's all I over. lie never reallyI cared hoy, in keeping his baud In his pocket,
plained that they cannot get good
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his
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for
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put
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their gardens that Is, if they are to
cupidity, hut purpose.
cheek close to the sleeping man's hand. boy's sick heurt.
She was Instantly cunning.
meet the demand. For it appears
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Of the Earth Family.
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a moment she rose, she
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Mysterious
You'll see new people, new life," he
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She turned toward the door. But K. wonder why you ever hung around the Mark Twain that authority on humor gardening
was their honeymoon
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not
her
of the earth.
most
could
shadow
declared
like
that.
Her
that
let
the
go
By
possess only school
Street. I huve a feeling thut you're
"I want It for Johnny Itoseiifeld."
and this has proved borrows money to buy a liability
supervision,
"a
of
humor."
mongrel perception
He thrust It hack Into his pocket, hut
going lo muko good down there."
not only its educational worth, but creates a debt to buy something that
GETTING IN TRIM.
He elaborates his Idea by saying:
And once, when the time for parting
his hand retained its grasp of it.
will be a continual expense until It
"The multitude see the comic side of a also Its economic worth.
was very near
loss
"That's it," lie complained. "IVin't
through
finally becomes a total
e
and trivial things
"No mutter what happens, keep on thousand
leiiime lie happy for a minute! Throw
A Civic Prayer.
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Incongruities
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1 lost
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not
it all up to me !"
will
my
For our comfortable living, for our money to build a road that
believing
yourself.
absurdities, evokers of the fair
in myself once. It wus pretty close to
"You give me that for the Itoseiifeld
for our many bless- last under modern traffic conditions Is
surroundings,
horse laugh. The 10,000
hell."
hoy, ami I'll go out wiih you."
ings which the poor must lack, we give unsound finance.
Joe's response showed his entire self- - comicalities which exist In the world hearty thanks; and we resolve that
"If I give you all lhat, I won't have
are
full
from
vision.
seuled
their
from what store we have, a little more LIVING ON NEGLECTED
engrossment.
liny money to go out with!"
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"Will a day come when the race will
Hut his eyes were wavering.
"If he dies, I'm a murderer."
She
than we can comfortably afford shall
of
detect
the
funnlness
these
Juvenili"He's not going to die," said K.
couid see victory.
to those servants of the poor
be
No Man Can Be Cheerful and Neigh
ties and laugh at them and by laugh- whogiven
"Take off enough for the evening."
seek to cheer forlorn homes, to
stoutly.
For
them?
them
at
ing
your
borly, Nor Can He Be a Really
destroy
III
At four o'clock In the morning he
lie drew himself up.
to open the path
lift
lives,
weary
up
Good Citizen.
"i'i's my lucky day," he said thickly.
left the car at the garage and walked race. In Its poverty, has unquestion- of opportunity, to remove old evils, and
"I'lentv more where this came from.
around to the little house. He had ably one really effective weapon
to cure the plague of poverty at its
wrote the famous line
who
man
The
!
hud no sleep for fouty-flv- e
hours; his laughter.
anything for you. Hive it to the litvery sources. This is done In the hope "Let me live in a house by the side
"Power,
money, persuasion, supplica- and faith that
tle devil. I " lie yawned.
eyes were sunken In his head ; the skin
(our city) will thus of the road," had In mind, of course,
over ' his temples looked drawn and tion, persecution these can lift at a become a fairer and better home for a good road. No man can be cheerHis head dropped hack on his chair;
a
colossal
little
It
humbug push
he propped liis sagging legs mi a stool.
white. His clothes were wrinkled; the
all alike, and that virtue, courage, and ful and neighborly, no man can be
It a little, century by century;
ktiew that he would
'he knew lit
soft hut he habitually wore wus white weaken
peace will Increase visibly among us
a
to
blow
It
can
hut
rags and bless (our city) among all cities, a really good citizen, If he lives in
only laughter
-- !ei
with the dust of the road.
p almost all night. She would have
house by the aide of a neglected road.
a
asatoms
at blast. Against the
t i make up siiinelliing lo tell the other
As he opened the hall door, Christine and
Frederick
forevermore. Amen.
Alray Then men who pass his place can't
stirred In the room beyond. She came sault of laughter nothing can stand." In the Survey.
;irls; hut no matter she could attend
be cheerful. How is the road at your
o that later.
dressed.
out fully
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better
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CHAPTER XXIV.
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which
name,
teeth,"
and
Perfect Network of
of a thousand dollars."
living room, kitchen, scullery, bath and Intricate
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pound a little sense Into
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a
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number
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of
country
Roads Necessary to Release
"Where?"
K. spent all of the evening of that
larder, with a yard and outbuildings,
head.
your
in
the
southwest
districts, principally
Christine shrugged her shoulders,
1ny with Wilson. He wns not to go for
Energies of America.
rent tor an average of $L28 m week.
Green Huh It would take a dozen
Joe until eleven o'clock. The Injured
"Ho doesn't know, or says he doesn't em portion of the United States. It "Parlor1 cOttigM, With two additional
Is
It
prefectly obvious that yon have like you to pound any sense into my
man's vitality was standing him in
I'm glad of it. He seems thoroughly has been noted in a somewhat more rooms, rent for $1.80 a week. For
J
got to have an intricate and perfect head.
violent form in Italy, 15 years ago. It
jtood stead. He hud asked for Sidney
frightened. It may be a lesson."
i
fl.25 a year anyone can have an alnil she was at his bedside. Doctor Ed
'
In the dim bull light he realized that manifests Itself in children and per lotment of ten perches of land, with network of roads throughout the
Not for Her.
and breadth of this great contiand
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length
dis
life,
through
luid gone.
was
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and
her face
set She
water supply free. It is the intention
"Do you consider thirteen an urt'
K. found Sidney In the room, not
figuring that the victims resort to arti- that there shall never be more than nent before you have released the en
number?" queried the spinster.
More Where Thia Came From." looked on the. verge of hysteria.
lucky
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America.
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ergies
It
defect
of
the
crowning.
hut standing by the window. The "Plenty
"Poor little woman," he said. "I'm
ten bouses to the acre. Consequent"Not for me," answered the pretty
of the nation will not flow In harmonl
tok roan was dozing. One shaded light face frightened him. It was too calm, sorry, Christine."
substance, and it is ly, there Is no lack of
sunlight and ous concord unless It can flow in in grass widow. "Why it, was on the
nwued In a far corner. She turned too controlled, lie followed her across
The tender words broke down the suspected that the cause is due to fresh air.
timate sympathy. President' Wilson. thirteenth of the month that I got my
element
in
some
the
room.
water.
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met
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drinking
l.
klowly and
eyes. It seemed to
last barrier of her
divorce."
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to
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it
C that Khe looked at him as If she had
"What are your plans?"
impossible
"Oh, K. I Take me away. Take me
Assist Nature In
Corn Into Pork.
.never really seen him before, and he
"I haven't any. I'm about through away I I can't stand It any longer."
nitely determine.
In garden building never Imitate
About the Size of It
The hog turns a bushel of corn into
was right. Ileadjustments are always with my training, but I've lost my
She held her arms, out to him, and
nature with intent to deceive; but about ten
The road to fame is not only rough,
No Wonder.
.tflffica.lt.
pounds of pork, leaves most
diploma."
because he was very tired and lonely,
where natural beauty already exists of the
it is all the way uphill," remarked
"I don't like to see you going away and because more than anything elBe
Til say one thing for the apart rake use of
fertility of the corn behind him but morallser.
Sidney was trying to reconcile the K.
It and add to It Banks and concentrates
bushel of con the
the
she had known so well with this new like this."
In the world Just then he needed a ment house we live In. No one ever to be restrained often have
large out- into
"Tea," rejoined the demoralizer, "but
h
the space.
She' avoided his eyes, but his kindly woman's arms, he drew her to him and has any reason to complain about lack
K, no Joager obscure, although stilt
let a man start down the hill, and he
cropping rocks; make use of them,
tone did what neither the Head nor the held her close, his cheek to her hair.
of heat."
Khabby, whose height had suddenly
sven if remainder of wall la of diswin find everything greased for the
Seed Potatoes.
"You must have a very unusual sort
"Poor girll" he said. "Poor Chrispresence, whose quiet was the executive committee had done that
tinctly different material. Merely
have on hand Irish potatoes occasion."
.
If
yon
tine I Surely there must be some hap- of landlord."
day. It shook her control.
.quiet of laflnlte power.
natare.
from your fall crop they may be used
"What does it matter to you? Ton piness for us somewhere."
She was taddenly shy of him, as he
"Oh. It isn't the landlord's fault The
Not the 8ame.
for spring planting.
stood tooklag down at her. He saw don't ow me anything."
But the next moment he let her go janitor nas a oroiner iu ine coal
A trap has been Invented to catch
"They tell toe you are a good Judge
the gleam of her engagement ring on
'Perhaps not. One way and another and stepped back.
rata
Of human nature," said the fair widow,
they try to enter a ship by
Busy Hen Is Layer.
I'm sorry." Characteristically
tier fincw. It seemed almost defiant I've knows yoo a long time."
he
a hawser as it is moored in
"Yes," admitted the old bachelor,
A busy hea will lay eggs; an Idle one
"You never .ktiew anything very took the blame. "I shouldn't have done
.As though she had meant by wearing
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"Aid I have also a few ideas about
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ANIMAL WORLD LAW

Kin Hubbard Essays
Hon.

Ex-Edit-

or

Cale Fluhart on "The

Duties of an Editor
f

"Next
wnlkln' at th' head o' a
minstrel perade with a big wooly overcoat an' cane ther halnt nothln' that
looks as fasclnutin' as editln' a newst,
Cale
paper," said Hon.
this mornln', as he mulled a stove
pipe full o' carrots t' a niece In
Flu-har-

"Th" feller that stands up on th'
nineteenth story o' a steel fnime In
January an' ketches red hot rivets In
his apron Is a lonfer compared t' th'
edltur o' a newspaper," continued th'
pioneer publisher.
"A Panhandle conductor has n tranquil existence when you figure up th'
responsibilities o' a reg'lnr edltur. A
edltur must be a .great diplomat. He
must be both evasive un' direct ; he
must understand th' manly urt o' self
defense an' tulk entertninln'ly about th'
European war; he must use rare discretion in th' distribution o' theater
passes an' church supper tickets; he

th'

while work'
boy that got color-blinIn' In a grocery; th liberal advertiser
that wants his divorce kept quiet; th
feller that thinks some o' glttin' his
friends t' Insist on him comin' out fer
mayor ; th' woman whose lilac bloomed
twice in May; th' oldest inhabitant
who wants t' set th' paper right on th'
date o' Horace Greeley's visit; th' fel
ler that helped build th' ole mill that
burned down east o' town ; th' woman
whose little hoy kin draw anything;
th' feller that likes th' editur personal
ly but don't agree with th' paper; th
farmer with eighteen peaches on one
twig; th' hobo that's wulklu' from
Bangor, Maine, t' Portland, Oregon;
th' circus agent with red striped cuffs
an dyed mustache;
th' perfume- ladened queen that's glttin' up a 'home
tulent' fer charity (?) ; th" farmer that
found a Indlun diirt while plowln'; th'
woman whose name 1ms been omitted
from th' list o' those present, un' last,
d

Tiler's th' Ole Chap With th' Greasy Stiff Hat an' th' Stained White Whiskers
That Wants t' Look Thro' th' Exchanges for th' Dunkirk Standard."
must be wlllli' t' carry a lot o' magazines under his arm when at large ; he
must be fond o' musical treats an' conversant on th' zinc schedule; he must
have a dress suit an' be able t go "un
hour without smokln' ; he should wear
glasses on a cord an' hove a pale forehead on' not be afraid o' paste ; above
all he should have an unyieldin' spine
an' th' courage t' say 'Yes.'
"An editur has many callers on' he
should be a reader o' human nnture
er th' circulation will dwindle. Ther's
th' feller that's taken th paper since
Its first Issue an' who wants his sidewalk grade changed ; ther's the ole
chap with th' greasy stiff hat nn' th'
stained white whiskers that wants t'
look thro' th' exchanges fer Th' Dunkirk Standard; th' statesman with th'
frock coat an black cravat that has
been misquoted ; th' girl who Sundnyed
at Seymour an who wants her first
name spelled 'Edythe; th' mother o'

but fer from beln' th' least, th' feller
with th' three column communication
written on both sides o' th' pnper en
titled, 'Th' Possibilities o' Concrete er
'Th' Longevity o' Vitrified Brick.'
"Th' modern edltur must have th
generalship t' handle this motley army
In such a fashion that each an' all o'
'em emerge from his snnctum shakin'
with laughter. Then, when th' shades
o' evenin' gather un' th'streets nre deserted th' editur'll call his wife up an'
tell her not t set up fer him an' fill
his pipe an' write a column editorial
on 'Th' Future o' Alasky.' Aside from
an occasional umbrelier left behind er
a pole
tossed on his desk th'
edltur o' n newspaper gits jlst ubout
as much out o' life as a stationary engineer."
Resumln', th' grizzled journalist
said, "But th' most trouble I had when
I wuz a edltur wuz keepln' my wlfi
from beatln' th' paper out."
se-g-

Misplaced Energy

Somewhere In th' East th' slow, tedious process of restorln' a Great Auk
(also spelled Alk, Awk, Alck and Alka)
is in progress. This bird belonged t'
an antediluvian race o' monsters even
exceedln' In dimensions th' celebrated
Dlplodoccus Carneglei. If nllve t'day
an' able t' be up an' about th' Great
Auk could easily pick flowers off th'
roof o' th' Woolworth bulldln. While
th' Great Auk wuz distinctly Arctic
in its proclivities his huge bones are
frequently unearthed In Florldy, which
shows that he wuz some little traveler

an' tnenns In th' project expect t'
Is also a mystery.
What a pity it is that so much money
an' energy is annually wasted In dlg-glup th' fossil remains o' feathered
dinosaur-use- s
skyscrapers an'
when ther's so many things o' comparatively recent yeurs that might be
restored t' th' real benefit o' ever'- buddy. Let our scientists git t'gether
an devise some way t' allay th' feurs
o' th' little handful o' men who have
cornered th' wealth o' this country.
Let them knock off work on th' Great
d

Haw Dumb Brutes- - Punish Jheir
urimmais is snown.
Observer Tells Interesting Stories of
Cases Where Swift Punishment
Has Been Meted Out to
Offenders.
The punishment thut birds nnd

onl-

mills mete out to their criminals and
the court and legul proceedings con

nected with it furnish un interesting
Held of study.
An Interesting exumple of an animal
trial Is furnished by an observer. A lit
tle dog hud, for no apparent rcuson,
been mistreated by a lurger bulldog. At
once the little fellow scoured the neigh
borhood and collected nil the bones he
could find, burying them In the cellar
of a house. When be hod succeeded in
securing a sutlicieut number ho Issued
Invitations to all the canines In the
neighborhood, the bulldog ulone ex
cepted.
The guests came from all directions,
the halt, the lame and the hungry
When Justice had been done to the ban
quet the host arose and made an elo
quent
speech, In which he
laid before the assembled company his
case. They heard him through, then
declared the offending and unseat bull
dog to be guilty und at once proceeded
in a body to carry out the sentence of
chastisement.
It Is said that a stork, whose morals
were sadly out of repair, once oppro- printed to himself the companion of a
neighbor. The Injured lady, with great
dispatch, culled together the storks of
the district. He wus found guilty and
sentenced, nnd the court, Immediately
turning executioner, fell upon him und
tore him to pieces.
A
similar scene, quite common
among rooks, is described by an orni
thologist. Tlie culprit, brave and
Jaunty, stood surrounded by forty or
fifty of his Indignant mates. As the
trial progressed the accused little by
little lost his jaunty uir and hung his
head In humiliation. When the sen
tence had been pronounced the court
at once fell to und pecked him to
death.
It Is quite common In early spring
for young and Inexperienced sparrows
to steal twigs and other building mnte-rln- l
from the nests of their elders. If
this theft Is detected, as It usually is, a
posse promptly visits the offender's
nest nnd scatters It to the four winds,
soundly thrashing the occupant In the
bargain.
A story is told of a sparrow who had
stolen the nest of a martin, and wos
making himself comfortable In It. The
angry owner summoned all his friends
nnd Immediately they came, several
hundred strong, but the Intruder held
them at bay for some time by pecking
all who came near enough to the open
Ing.
Finally the avengers withdrew
and held a consultation. In a few mo
ments they returned, each with
mouthful of mud, nnd proceeded to
plaster up the hole, walling the occu
pant up alive.
The story is told that a French sur
geon, wishing to procure a stork, .but
being unable to do so, stole some eggs
from a nest and substituted hen's eggs.
The Innocent female hatched them out,
but the male, angry at the strange
of his offspring, went away
Three or four days later he reappeured,
accompanied by several others, who
formed a circle about him while he
argued his case. The jury without re
tiring brought In a verdict of "guilty,"
and the poor, Innocent mother was exe
cuted.
after-dinn-

Like Greeley.
Bluckmore, the author of "Lornn
Doone," Is said to hove resembled
Horace Greeley. Several Inches over
six feet, with a large, beautifully
shaped head, on which his hulr tossed
wavlngly, he wore a beard shaved
awny from his upper lip and chin, so
that It framed his face, which was as
rosy as a girl's. His eyes were full of
twinkling humor and kindliness, nnd
there was always about him a sense of
the outdoors of great, calm spaces,
winds and fragrances. He dressed
clothes, takcarelessly in
ing no trouble to keep in the fashion,
His voice was low nnd musical, and
his manners had a touch of
courtesy and distinction. He was ut
terly sincere, nnd would never pre
tend to agree to anything because
someone else advocated It. His opin
ions were strong nnd clear, and he
stood by them unwaveringly. He wus
thoroughly English, thoroughly lov
able; a big, quiet, shy man, who loved
to tramp all day over the moors or to
work over his trees and bushes; who
wrote because he loved writing, and
who was astounded nt the fame and
fortune brought to him by his greut
Looked

When All th' Neck Bones o' th' Great Auk Are Collected an Set In Place It
Will Be Proven t' th' World That He stood at Least a Head Taller In His
Bare Feet Than th' Famous Glgantosaurus Augustus Africanus, of Which
So Little Is Known.
an' often wandered fer from headquarters. Still, fer a bird o' his size
it wuz only a step from Spitzbergen t'
Jacksonville.
When all th' neck bones o' th' Great
Auk are collected nn' set in place it
will be proven t' th' world that he
stood at least a head taller in his bare
feet than th' famous Glgantosaurus Augustus Africanus, of which so little is
known. Accordln' t' a distinguished
Berlin scientist th' Great Auk abounded in Labrador as late as th' Tilden
campaign, while a Vienna authority
o' repute writes that large flocks o'
th' bird were seen on th' funks off th'
south coast o' Newfoundland, an' that
it wuz th' only North American bird
without wings, defendin' its young by
kicking A section o' th' Great Auk's
feet wuz
spine measurln' thirty-nin- e
found In Florldy In 1880 an' Is Included In th' present frame now under construction In th' East. At present a
party o' scientists nre spadln' fer th'
wishbone east o' Seattle, while still
other scientists are follerln' a clew In
Sumatra with th''hope o' apprehend-id
th' clavicle an' a couple of
ribs.
Who furnishes th' money t' run
down these tips, an' how society Is t'
be benefited by a complete skeleton
o' th' Great Auk is not known, an'
how those who are spendin' ther time
n'

much-neede-

Precious Time.
"Time is precious." We use the assertion at every turn of the day, but
we neglect to add the Inquiry which
would straighten out many a tangle,
and save much of the rush and worry
and many mistakes. Time is so precious that we all need to learn the
wisdom of putting first things first,
and discriminating between the Important and nonimportant There is
not room for everything, bat there Is
always room for the duty that really
belongs to us there la room for

it

Auk fer a while an' set about t' restore
confidence.
(Copyright,

Adams

Service.)

Newspaper

Land of Many Reptiles.
Austrulia Is supplied with 100 spes
cies of snakes,
of them
venomous. The big pythons nnd rock
snakes are harmless, but as one travels from the tropics southward the
dangerous varieties Increase in number and In Tasmania all are venomous, though only five are really deadly,
and fortunately these are rarely seen.
The continent Is also abundantly
supplied with lizards. Three hundred
and ninety species are recorded, and
they may be seen not only in woods
nnd prairies and deserts In the water
among rocks and trees, but also In the
less frequented city streets.
three-fourth-

loose-fittin- g

d

book.

Believed In Preparedness.
Mrs. Jenkins had missed Mrs. Brady
from her accustomed haunts, and
hearing several startling rumors concerning her went In search of her old
friend.
"They tell me you're workin' 'nrd
night an' day, Sarah Ann," she began.
Out of the Mouths of Babes.
Yes," returned Mrs. Brady. "I'm
"Mammn," said a small miss of under bonds to keep the pence fer
three years, "our Sunday-schoteach- pullin' the whiskers out of that old
er said God would punish us if we scoundrel of a 'usliun' o mine, nn' the
were bad."
magistrate said If I come afore 'I in
"He certainly will," replied her ag'ln. or laid me 'amis on the old man
mother.
'e'd fine me 50 shillln's."
"Does God wear slippers, mamma?"
"An' so ye're workin' 'ard to keep ou
the little one asked anxiously.
of mischief?"
"I'm what? Not much! I'm workin'
In China and Janan men and wom 'ard to save up the fine!"
en of all classes, callings and nrofes- slons carry fans.
Germany Use Zinc Wire.
In order to save as much as possior it is not ours. It Is well said that ble of her copper and Iron. Germany
"a life may be fairly Judged by whot has developed the zinc wire. She is
It allows to be crowded out of it" Did now using It for ordinary electric wiring at home and for telephone work
you ever try your life by that test?
at the front, according to the Popular
Science Monthly. Considerable trouble
Why Not Swat Him?
was experienced, however. In perfectAnother form of the
ing the various stages of manufacture.
essence of pest whose framework above The
process of drawing the wire was
his shoulders is composed of
But after Innuespecially difficult
concrete, is the 'omnipresent
merable experiments success was atnuisance who insists nnnn
tained. The new wire has been found
the current of pedestrian traffic of a to have double the conductivity of iron
crowded street onhe wrong aide of wire.
tit pavement
double-dlstllle-

d

Talent is something, but tact la everything. Talent la serious, sober,
grave and respectable; tact la all that

until tender in boiling suited
water nnd have been marinated In
French dressing for two hours. Ar
range these and sprinkle lightly with
horseradish, add French dressing and
serve.
cooked

and more.

DISHES FOR OCCASIONS.
These dishes may offer suggestions
to the housewife even if not exuetly
followed.
Fish a la Vinaigrette.
Boll shad, muckerel or
white fish In suited water. When cooked; put
Into a dish nnd pour over
it two cupfuls of mild
vinegar while the fish Is
hot. When It is cold pour
the vinegar Into n bowl,
add to It two teaspoon- fuls of Worcestershire
suuee and salt and pepper to taste.
Pour all this upon the fish. When
ready to serve chop fine two
eggs, one small onion, two
tublespnonfuls each of parsley und celery finely minced, one boiled beet, and
spread tills mixture over the fish.
Soft Custard. Beat two eggs slight-y- ,
add to a pint of milk, a half cupful of sugar, an eighth of a teaspoon-fu- l
of salt nnd a hnlf tenspoonful of
grated lemon peel, or a little nutmeg,
cinnamon or a half tenspoonful of any
flnvorlng extract. Mix well and put
tnto custurd cups, set them In a pun
of hot wuter nnd bake until the custurd Is set. This makes four smull
custards.
Apricot Blanc Mange. Souk some
dried apricots all night; stew them
with sufficient sugar to sweeten them,
and then add a cupful to a quart of
blnnc mange when cooking. Just before this is turned into a mold add two
teaspoonfuls of vanilla and serve it
very cold with thick cream.
Jam Cake. Cream a half cupful of
butter, add a cupful of sugnr; odd the
of a
yolks of two eggs and
cupful of sour milk to which hns been
added a teospoonful of sodn. Sift two
flour with two teaspoonfuls
cupfuls-oof baking powder; add one teaspoon-fu- l
each of cinnamon, allspice, and
cloves with the other Ingredients.
Then add the beaten whites of three
eggs and stir In one cupful of blackberry Jam or any other kind of jam.
Bake In three layers and put soft
frosting for filling in between and on
top of the cake.
8almon Omelet Tuke a lurge enn
of salmon, drained nnd chopped fine;
add four beaten eggs, a pinch of salt
and a dash of pepper. Mix well and
fry by spoonfuls in a little hot fut
Serve on lettuce loaves hot or cold.

it.

GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

A dish which is both wholesome nnd
appetizing is clabbered milk. Set
away a bowl of milk und
I allow the creum to rise
I VY3tl and the milk to sour.
t'1'"1
iVwAsnl
"' sprinkle with
,
rvij--iTY--nrown or uutpie sugar
and a little nutmeg
und serve In sherbet
cups for dessert. Nuts
and
with the sugar
spice may be udded If more nutriment
Is needed to supply the menu.
Swiss Eggs. When eggs nre plentl
ful this is n dish we muy enjoy with
a clear conscience.
Break an egg
for each serving Into one of the small
brown shirring dishes, sprinkle with
salt and a dash of red pepper, a thin
layer of finely chopped ham, grated
cheese, and over all some buttered
crumbs. Set Into the oven In u pan
of water and bake until the eggs ar
set. Serve with a tuft of watercress.
This Is
Cherry Brown Betty.
best mode from fresh berries, but the
drained fruit with buttered crumbs
may be used, alternating the layers,
and use a little of the Juice to moisten
when the dish is filled.
Serve with
either cream or hard sauce.
Spring Salad. Slice tomatoes and
cucumbers and place them on head let
tuce that Is well chilled. Just as
It Is time to serve the sulud pour over
a French dressing, highly seasoned
with onion juice, red pepper nnd a hnlf
cupful or more of Roquefort cheese ;
stir until well blended.
Ginger Pudding. Cover the top of
a ginger bread before bilking with a
cupfuls of chopped almonds ; a few
raisins may he added to the butter.
Cut with a fork while hot and serve
with a hard sauce.
Princess Cream. Wrap one pint of
creum, udd sugar ond vanilla to flavor.
Crumb some stale cake nnd
moisten with orange Juice nnd grated
rind. Put a layer of the cream in a
glass bowl, then a layer of the crumbs
and a few pieces of Jelly, cut small ;
more cream and cuke until the dish
is full. Gnrnish with cubes of Jelly
and chill well before serving. Nuts of
various kinds may be added If so desired.
In almost nny
Cooked chestnuts
sulud of apples and celery with chestof
upsets the class
nuts is a good combination.
sower Dis-
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Mirth continually
Time and mocks the solemn
content.

I wrestle and frown,
And topple down:
I wrench, I rend, I uproot;
Yet the violet
Is born where I set
The sole of my flying foot.

Words are forces In the realm of life,
Be careful of their use.
-- Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

MEAL8 FOR THE FAMILY.
A good filling for pies and

tarts

is

nnd rolslns, cooked to
gether, using two parts
of the berries nnd one
part raisins. This combination also is good for
steamed fruit pudding.
Take
Filipino Beef.
one and a hulf pounds
of round of beef,
pound of fresh pork,
one onion and two peppers, nil chopped
fine; mix well, odd a cupful of dried
bread crumbs und suit to taste. Knend
for a few minutes to blend well,
then form into a roll and plnce
In a greased
baking pan.
Lay
three slices of salt pork over the top
n
and pour over can of tomntoes. Bake
In a moderate oven for an hour and
a half.
Remove the meat to a hot
platter, odd a little hot water to the
liquor In the pan, thicken, senson nnd
pour round the ment. This Is very
good sliced cold. Tnke the sirup left
from pickled peaches, drop Into It well
softened prunes, nnd nllow them to
stand until well spiced. Serve as
Very delicious.
pickled peaches.
Cabbage Cooked in Milk. The fol
lowing is a most digestible dish of
Cut the cabbage with a
cabbage;
sharp knife Into the finest shreds,
cover with milk nnd seasonings, and
cook for 20 minutes and serve hot.
Rice With Meat Boil a cupful of
rice, line a buttered pan with the hot
rice. When It Is cold fill the center
meat with
with chopped,
gravy udded. Set Into a pan of water
and buke an hour. Turn out on
dish and serve with tomato or brown
sauce.
s
Rice Corn Bread. Tnke
of a cupful of boiled rice, well salted.
tablespoonful of butter and a cupful
of milk. Bent two eggs, add two
of sugar, then the rice nnd
two tnhlespoonfuls of flour, sifted with
two teaspoonfuls of baking power, a
sultspoonful of salt, and a cupful of
cornmeal. Mix well and bnke a half
hour in n moderate oven.
Sausage Rolls Make a pie crust.
roll out and cut In four-Incsquares,
lay In each a jmrk link sausage which
has been skinned, draw up the sides
of the square and pinch them together.
Bake in a dripping pan until brown.
Carrot Salad. Line a salad bowl
with cabbage that hns been shredded
and allowed to soak in ice water several hours. Sprinkle lightly with salt
and pepper. Have ready some very
mall beets and carrots that have been

GOOD COMPANY

cranberries
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Blessed Smiles.
man is not only a
The
blessing to himself, but to all with
whom he comes in contact He mnkes
life seem possible when the surroundings are thick with gloom and disap
pointments. He causes sunshine and
cheer to enter into the dreary drudgery
of everyday trials and difficulties. If
he is the head of the" firm he gets more
from his men with a smile than he
would with a grouch. He knows that
keeps him on the
keeping
high pedestal.
good-nature- d

good-nature- d

HANDSOME

FROCK OF SATIN.

The handsome frock of satin appears
In the picture to have n bias against
affair.
symmetry and to be a
But this Is the fuult of the photograph for both sides of the overdress
are made In the same way. The skirt
of the overdress, cut In one with the
body slopes downward and toward the
back, falling in cascaded plaits ut the
bottom. In the back It Is long enough
to reach neurly to the bottom of the
underskirt.
The underskirt Is almost plain, with
plaits at each side of the front panel
und across the back. It has a wide
hem; but simplicity in this model
ceases with the underskirt. The over
dress Is odd und Intricate, with grace
ful, druped body, following the lines of
the figure vaguely and extending below the waistline ut the front.
It
tnkes an expert to munage the cutting
of n garment that is uuusuul In adjustment, like this one. The bodice
opens diagonally across the front and
the opening disappears under an ex- -

fllly of silk or satin made to Blip on
over nn underblouse of georgette crepe
or chiffon.
The kimono blouse slips
on over the bead, and the peplum
blouses are made with either short or
long peplmns. Each of these varieties
is made in so many ways thut euch is-story by Itself.
But the blouse without a peplum,
like that shown In the picture. Is made
In greater numbers than all the others
put together. There is really no end
to the variations, In details of decoration, in collars, sleeves and cut, that
the popularity of this style compels.
It Is made In all the washable materials Including crepe and other silks,
nnd often two materials are combined

one-side- d

In It.

The blouse pictured Is of crepe georgette with sntln collar and cuffs. It
is rather elaborately embroidered at
the front with silk nnd beads and la
one nmong mnny In which a color contrast is Introduced In the embroidery.
Among models mode of the some ma- -

DI8HES.

When cooking peas always save the
pods for soup, or boll them nnd Btrnln
the liquid, using it to
cook the pens In, making
a much finer flavored
dish. For variety add a
bunch of mint to green
pens when cooking, this
ndds a delicate flavor.
Always snve the water in
which vegetables
are
cooked either for a sauce
to serve with them or
to add to the soup stock,
us valuable mineral salts are soluble
in wnter and are lost If this Is thrown
away.
Walnut lee. Cook to a thread one
cupful of granulated sugar, one cupful of water nnd pour It over three
egg whites. To this add
one pint of whipped creum, one
of vnnllln, one cupful of
chopped walnut meats, folding them
Into the cream with care. Pack In
Ice and salt and leave until frozen,
then cut In squares to serve.
Hindu
Salad. Shred some crisp
white lettuce leaves und arrange them
On these lay four
upon salad plates.
slices of tomato, cover two with
chopped celery and onion, the others
with finely minced watercress. Pour
over a pinin r rencn dressing.
Bishop's Bread. Beat three eggs
and add a cupful of sugar, beating un
til the sugar is well dissolved; add a
pinch of salt and flavoring of lemon
or vanilla. Then add two cupfuls of
flour, sifted, with two teaspoonfuls of
cream of tartar and a teospoonful of
soda; a little of the flour may be reserved to cover a cupful of rnisins.
Spread In a thin sheet In a buttered
tin and cover with a cupful of
almonds, cnrefully cut In
strips or In halves. Cut In oblongs
or squnres before It Is cold.
Beefsteak. Beat a round
Rolled
steak well and spread with nny well- liked stulllng used for fowl. Roll up
neatly nnd tie to keep It In shape. Put
It Into n dripping pan with n little
wnter and a teaspoonful of vlnegnr,
When ready to
hasting It frequently.
serve spread a tablespoonful of butter over It nnd make a thickened
gravy with the liquor In the pan. Cut
as Jelly roll when serving.
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VARIETY IN BLOUSES.
tension of the front thnt suggests o
wide girdle. This is brought around
the figure and fastens nt the right side,
uliove the hip.
The sleeves nre made of georgette
at the upper nrm, with long pointed
sleeves of satin for the forearm. They
are headed by deep cutTs nt the elbow
nnd trimmed with pendant buttons. A
small shawl collar of soft white satin
establishes the relationship of this interesting dress to the modes of the
hour.
When we come to think of It, there
are many kinds of blouses to choose
from this spring. There nre
kimono
blouses,
blouses, sweater
blouses nnd peplum blouses, besides
blouse without a peplum
the
which occupies so much of our attenblouses are usu- tion. The
twi-plec- e

next

s

two-piec- e

one-piec- e

Energy of Tides.
The net electric energy to be derived from the British tides is placed
by Prof. David Robertson at about
10,000 kilowatts per square mile for
a double tide of 31.5 feet and 500 kilowatts for a tide of 7 feet Places
offering a large inclosed area with
a comparatively short dam are the
promising ones for tidnl utilization and
the British channel seems by far the
most advantageous situation in the
British Isles, with the Firth of Clyde

terlals there are a few that have n vest
of satin set in nt the front which ls
extended with a high collar, for
of women who object to the?
open throat. There ure also a
with convertible collars; but
the newly arrived jabot of lace, attached to a high collar Is worn with
blouses that open at the throat and Is)
destined to save the day for the very
thin woman.

For Mending China.
An old and tested recipe for a mend-

ing, substance for china and glass
which will resist the action of water
and heat Is as follows: Mix a cupful
of milk with a enpful of vinegar. Separate the curd from the whey and mix
the whey with the whites of five eggs,
beating the whole thoroughly together.
When it Is well mixed, sift in a little
quicklime nnd stir until It is a thick
paste. This dries quickly and may be
used very satisfactorily for broken
"hlna and glass.

Separate blouses with side closing
and peplmns. quite Russian in line and
further carrying out this Plea because-o- f
their embroid.Ted finish, are bui
to be much in evidence.
Washing White Silk;.
To wash white silk or crepe blonm

white silk gloves, etc, so they will not
turn yellow, wash them In just
water and use white soap ; rinse tepid
well
nnd after two waters add a mite of
to
last
rinse
bluing
water; squeeze out
wnter nnd roll up silks tightly In a soft
toweL but allow the crepe to dry entirely before pressing. Se that yoo
use moderately hot iron, as crepe Is
easily scorched. The silk Moos may
be pressed upon the wrong side before)
It ts pjlte dry.
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CHICAGO CUBS VISIT

111111

CITY AND PLAY BALL

CAPITAL CITY (JEWS III BRIEF
General and Personal

The Chicago Cubs visited the city
yesterday, arriving in the morning,
and were met at the depot by Secretary Doyle of the Chamber of
Commerce with ample auto facilities to take them up and down and
around and show them the Ancient
City to their full satisfaction.
Iintrecl.r.tely after dinner the party
was taken to the Penitentiary where
a three inning game was p'ayed with
the team of that institution which
was heartily enioyed by both the
Cubs and the Convict team.
At three o'clock all the Santa Fe
at the
College
fans assembled
grounds and the long discussed game
was played in record time.
The Cubs furnished the Santa Fe
team with a pitcher, catcher and
third base and local men were
A very
tn the other places.
the
interesting game was the result, but
full Cub team of course won
not without effort as the loca's put
game, wnh.
up a surprisingly
won'tl have been a winner against
anything hut professionals.
The Cubs are a Trie set of athletic
young men and the city greatly appreciated their visit and we believe
they fully enjoyed the few hours
spent here.

the, school the &cmfey a4 ttw students.
the Market for
Magdalena

BOTES

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,
Here and There Over the State

(Continued from page four.)
more of these sets of modern
machinery. Las Vega

road-makin-

ing

part of western

greater

STATE REVB7
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Socorrn

county, is expected to become th
educational
center of the district
within a few yeas.
Several year
when
the
proposition to estabago
lish a second county hick school
was voted upon in Socorro county
the western part of the county cast
a large favorable majority, ana a
larger influx of students b expected
from that region.

To Welcome Soldier Boya,
The banquet and ball planned to
be given this week by the Chamber
We love it, rea'.m of the
of Commerce, the Woman's Board
snow
SIERRA
of Trade and the Santa Fe WoOn a hundred leagues of crest
where he made some investigations
Whence watched o'er valleys and man's Club .to welcome the New
as to oil possibilities in that secHoUl At Butte Dnam.
Mexico guardsmen has been
and reports that he believes
plains below
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has
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will
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dam,
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Weir, the laundry man was
H.
away.
Harry
W.
Chairman
State
Republican
struction of the dam have been in the city from Denver last week
The friendly grasp of the Western
In the Boy Scout contest to score
Gil'fuwntcr was in the city the first members
hand.
Pehearspls.
wrecked, except the hotel, mess hall, and has completed all th,e arrangeof the Red Cross society,
of the week.
The smile in the Western eye I
120 new members were added.
Those who are taking part in the office, hospital and officers' cottages. ments for putting up a first class
The
The contract
home talent dramatic production All of these except the office and laundry in Clayton.
The
taken total cash receipts were $145.
if v:.ni1 Mrtirt
l!'a k Bear patrol led and the inThey come, the folks of the worn- "Chimes of Normandy" under the di- three cottages have been leased to for the building has been let and
KrirM'v ill short tlie middle of dividual
C.
and
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hotel
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for
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......
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steam heated and equipped with the
second.
ana
tne piay promises to be one operated regularly.
V Fremont Osborne, president of
Where the heights of the morn- of the best given here for some
Mr. Crow has secured permission finest machinery to be had in busithe Normal School at El Rito was
time.
ing wait
to use a portion of the old railroad ness. Mr. Weir is a laundry expert
Miss Ruth C. Mi'ler, state indusdown from that institution
From smothering street grown gray
bed for automobile traffic into the and has been in the government
trial supervisor, has returned fnm
on business.
with care.
This will shorten the trip services for the past ten years. Let
dam
Missionary Meeting.
a three weeks trip to the southern
Southern
shore,
From the "anguid
What we
The Missionary department of 'he in to the dam and will eliminate all the good work go on.
part of the state where she has
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of
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breathe
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at the residence of the former Fri- into use for motor cars will comsplendid progress is being made in
The dreamer wakes to a dream made day afternoon April 6, at 3 o'clock. mence immediately.
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New Mexico. Price 25 cents. State appreciation
M. A. Otero, and Mrs.
Mrs. Chester M. Wells delightfully showing the several departments of
sistance she has rendered them on
of many homes in Santa Fe when the Record, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
the
left
part
early
Otero
news was received that the order
many occasions. The party spent a entertained at a large bridge party
the week to assume the U. S.
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